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There is a world-wide struggle to capture the mind of youth.
Through "youth movements" foreign dictatorships aim to perpetuate
their pernicious doctrines. In our own country youth is exposed to these
poisons which can destroy our hard-won liberties. Protection should,
therefore, come from the leading universities and colleges of America.
Regis College refuses to subscribe to the doctrine that "academic
freedom" may be used as a pretext to teach systems which destroy all
freedom. We proudly boast that we have always taught and will con•
tinue to teach the following creed:
We believe in God.
We believe in the personal dignity of man.
We believe that man has natural rights which come from God
and not from the state.
We are therefore opposed to all forms of dictatorship which are
based on the totalitarian philosophy that the "total man"
belongs to the state.
We believe in the sanctity of marriage and of the home-the
basic unit of civilization.
We believe in the natural right of private p roperty, but likewise
that private property has its social obligations.
We believe that Labor has not only rights but obligations.
We believe that Capital has n ot only rights but obligations.
We are vigorously opposed to all forms of "racism"-persecu•
tion or intolerance because of race.
We believe that liberty is a sacred thing, but that law, which
regulates liberty, is a sacred obligation.
We believe in inculcating all the essential liberties of American
Democracy and take open and frank issue with all brands of
spurious "democracy."
We believe, briefly, in the teachings of Christ, and we, there•
fore, hold that morality must regulate the personal, family,
economic, political, and international life of men if civili:z;a•
tion is to endure.
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HISTORICAL NOTE

HISTORY OF

nm

COUBGB

Regis College il conducted under the auspices of the memben
of the Jesuit Order. Its foundation was laid as far back as the pioneer
days of 1877. The College was authomed to confer degrees by Section
I of an Act of March 28, 1889. (Session Laws of 1889, p. 121.) The
College was incorporated on N ovember 27, 1893. On April 19, 1921,
the Articles o f Incorporation were amended so as to change the name
from "College of the Sacred Heart" to " Regis College."
LOCATION IN DBNVBR.
Regis College is situated in the northwestern section of Denver,
the College campus forming a part of the northern city limits. The
campus is located between Lowell and Federal Boulevards on the west
and east, and between 50th and 52nd Avenues on the south and north,
comprising more than eighteen city blocks. The general level of the
campus is hi&her than the surrounding property and thus command•
a view of the fertile Clear Creek valley and the majestic range of
mountains which encircle Denver on the west and give it diatinction u
the city of mountain and plain. The climate of Colorado is justly
fam ous. Each year, students attend Regis who were unable to carry
on their school work elsewhere on account of ill health ; but who here
auccessfully carry their studies while making a permanent gain in
health. The College is served by two automobile arteries and by bue
No. 6.
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CALENDAR
Sept. 12-1 6-Mon. Fri. ... Fr~hr:. n Oalf, be m ••••
S:lO A.M .• Monday.
Sept. 14-16- W d. Fri . .•.•.Regi.trauon for Evening Cia
St'pt. 14-Wt'd. .. .•........... Rega trauon for all tudc:m ueept
l'ruhmcn.
........... Day and Eve nang Cia a began.
&pt. 19- Mon.
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&pt. 26- Mon.
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Holaday
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Mon.-Fri ....... iad ·Scmc ttr Examanauons
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Nov. 24-25 - Thurs.-Fri .....Thank~gl\mg H oladay .

D ec. 5-9-Mon.-Fri ...... Senior Comprehcnaaq: E:ummation
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lm 'laculat Conceptaon Holaday.
Dec. 9-Fri.
..... .......... Chri tmas Hcataon bcgans after
Ia t cia •.
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Jan. 3-Tues . .................... Clauc:s rc ume at 9 ·15 AM
Jan. 27-Feb. 2Fri.-Thurs. ............Sem~ter Examanations be an .
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bc:sin.
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Feb.22- Wt'd.
.............\\'a hington'a Birthday Holaday.
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CALENDAR
Mar. 22-28--Thurs.-Wed.. Mid·Semester Exa minations.
Mar. 28-Wed...................Easter Recess begins after last class.
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APRIL-19S6

Apr. 3- Tues ..................... Ciasses resume at 9 :15A.M.

May 1-4-Tues.-Fri............Senior Comprehensive Examinations.
May 10-Thurs................. A scension Day- H oliday.
May24-31Thurs.-Tburs.......... Semester Examinations.
May 30-Wed ................... Memorial Day- H oliday.
June 3--Sun.......................Commencement.
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SUMMER SESSION- 1956
FIRST SESSION

}UNB-1956

June 18-Mon................... Registration.
June 19- Tues ................... Ciasscs begin.
June 21-Thurs................. Last day for delayed registration
and change of course.
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July 4-Wed ...................... H oliday.
]ULY- 19S6

July 19-20-Thurs.-Fri ...... Eltaminations.
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SECOND SESSION

July 21--Sat .......................RegJstration.
July 23-Mon... ................. Ciasses begin .

AUGUST- 19S6

Aug. 15- Wed.................. Assumption- H oliday.
Aug. 23-24-Thurs. Fri..... Examinations.
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CALENDAR
Sept. 10-14-Mon. Fri•...... Presbman Days, beginning at
8:30 A.M., Monday.
Sept.12- Wed•............ ..... Registratio n except fo~ Pre~bmen.
Sept. 12-14-Wed. Fri. ..... Registration for Evenmg Claues.
Sept. 17-Mon•................. Day and Evening Claues begm.
Sept. 21- Fri ..................... Last day for delayed registration
and change of couraes.
Sept. 28-Fri......................Solemn Mau of the Holy GhostHoliday.
Oct. ~-31-Thurs.-Wed •. Mid·Semester Examinations.
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Dec. 3-7- Mon.-Fri ......... ...Senior Comprehensive Exammationa.
Dec. 7-Fri........................ Christmas vacation begma after
last class.
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Jan. 3-Wed...................... CiaMes resume at 9 :1 S A M.
Jan. 25·31- Fri.-Thurs...... Semester Examinatio ns begm.
Jan. 31- Tbun.................. Semester Ends.
Jan. 30-Feb. 1 Wed.·Fri ....... .......... Registration for Evenmg Classes.
Feb. 1-Fri.........................Registration for Day Classes.
Feb. 4--Mon...................... Classes for Second Semester begm.
Feb. 8-Fri .........................Last day for delayed registration
and change in courses.
Feb. 22- Fri .......................Wasbington 's Birthday- H oliday.
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CALENDAR
Mar. 2!5-29-Mon.-Fri. ...... Mid·Semester Examinations.
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APRJL-1957

Apr. 17-Wed•.................. Easter recess begins after last class.
Apr. 23-Tues...................Ciasses resume at 9:15A.M.
Apr. 29-May-3Mon.-Fri•................ Senior Comprehensive Examinations.
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SUMMER SESSION -1957
FIRST SESSION
June 17-Mon•.................. Registration.
June 18--Tues•.. ................Classes begin.
June 2()--Thurs•................ Last day for delayed registration
and change of courses.

July 4-Thun•................... H oliday.
July 18-19--Thurs.-Fri •..... Examinations.
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SECOND SESSION
July 20--Sat•......................Registration.
July 22-Mon•................... Classes begin.
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Aug. 22-23-Thurs. Pri •.... Examinations.
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REGIS COLLEGE
A COLLEGE OP UBERAL ARTS AND SCU!NC.I!S
ITS AIMS AND IDEALS
Regis College hopes to educate the student to be successful in hi
future activities or career. Yet. it IS not concerned only with what he
will do in life, but also with wh:~t he will be. It reali:es that it is mucli
more impo rtant that he be trained to live than merely to earn a livinc.
Regis has, therefore, a philosophy of education which seeks tbe
formation of the whole man-body and soul-as a member of. a. !amily,
of the American nation, and of the Church. Courses and actll'~tles are
provided which help directly towards the fulfillment of these aJmS and
toward moral and successful living.
A small College. Regis takes justifiable pride in its clowk:nit ~tt~dent
body and in the easy, personal approach between students and memben
of the faculty and administration.
A Catholic College. Regis believes that its destiny is to be an a~
of Ca~holic thought. Catholic beliefs, moral code, and form of worship
enter mto campus life.
A _Western College. The only Catholic men'a college ~n the. hurt of
a terr1tory larger than central Europe Regis recognizes tts prunary responsi~ility is ~o. the central Rocky M~untatn area. Therefo~e, it f~~
the_acttve part:Japation of its students and faculty memben tn the cmc.
•oc1al, and cultural life of the region .

An American College. In these days when Communism is a problem
so many college campuses, Regis looks with satisfaction on the ab!O'
lute loyalty of its faculty and students to American ideals.
011

METHOD OP EDUCATING STUDENTS
Jesuit Education. Regis College is conducted by members of the
Society ~f Jesus, ~n c;>rder of Catholic religious men who for the gra:
P~ d~dlcate therr lives to the teaching of youth. The philosophy f
e d~ai:Jon followed is based on the famous Ratio Studiorum, a pia~~
5
~ hies. tested by more than four centuries of experience and practl
dlt timely modifications in over 225 colleges and universities
uctledd by the 29,000 members of the Society of Jesus throughout e
wor today.

'%'

The Ratio Studiorum.. This system of education strives to provide.a
eep_ tnd b~oad cultural foundation upon wh ich advanced ~~
:!e'ilia lt~d fields .m~y be built. Secondly, this plan of studies 15 b:st
b
e _firm convtctton that the goal of a broad human culture can d
r:li a~mebd _by sound, integrating courses in scholastic philosophy
g n, UJ)t on a foundation of classical and modern languages,
tory, mathematics, physical sciences, and social studies.
d

d

hiv

th A very important technique in the plan of the Ratio Studi~ :
th!t r:;;t~~r of classroom . instruction. The classroom tet;boiqued u~ ~nd
lrect, personal, Immediate contact of teacher w1th stu en

student wih teacher, by means of question and answer, reyetitions,
quiues, and discussions, rather than by a straight, forma lecture
method. Because of this technique, the size of classes is necessarily
limited.
DEGREES AND PROGRAMS AVAILABLE TO STUDENTS
I. Bachelor of Arts Degree.

In the Jesuit system of education a student needs 16 hours
of Collegiate Latin for the A.B. degree in any concentration
major offered at Regis College. The Bachelor of Arts curriculum bas for its purpose a balanced cultural education as
a foundation for full living.
Bachelor of Science Degree.
The Bachelor of Science degree is offered in the following
concentration majors to those students who do not wish to
take Collegiate Latin: English, History, Philosophy, Soci•
ology, Business Adminstration, Economics, Accounting. The
above B.S. degree is comparable to the A.B. degree offered
in many colleges.
II. Bachelor of Science Degree in Biology, Chemistry,
Mathematics.
The Bachelor of Science degree has for ita objective a
thorough training in the scientific method as a basis of
sound scientific and mathematical thinking, carefully bal•
anced by a cultural training in languages, literature, and
history, and correlated as closely as possible with sound
philosophy and ethics.

m.

Bachelor of Science Degree in Chemistry.
This degree is a professional degree and as such is quite
distinct from a liberal arts degree. It offers a concentration
major in chemistry.
The objective of this curriculum is to enable the student to
prepare himself for more advanced work in chemistry, either
in a graduate school or in industry. The program embodies
all courses suggested by the American Chemical Society.

IV. Bachelor of Science Degree in Commerce and Finance.
This curriculum offers the following concentration majora:
accounting, business administration, economics.
The objective of this program is to afford a balanced train•
ing in the principles and practices of the business function
in human endeavors. The vocational courses are paralleled
by cultural studies in philosophy, religion, history, psycho!·
ogy, and ethics. The curriculum may be described as a cui·
tural business program. Accounting majors can fulfill the
academic requirements for CPA examinations in Colorado.

-7-

V. Three-Two Engineering Program.
In conjunction with St. Louis U. and Marquette U., Regu
College has inaugurated a special program for those atudents
who wish to receive a degree in Engineering. The student
will follow a set program at Regis for three years and thtn
transfer to one of the two Universities listed above for his
formal training in Engineering. At the end of the fifth year
he shall receive his B.S. from Regis and his Engineering
degree from St. Louis U. or Marquette U.
VI. Divisional Major Program.
This program is for those students who wish to obtain a
broad knowledge of various fields, rather than a restricted
field of major and minor program. Not more than fifteen
semester hours may be taken in upper division work in any
one department nor less than six semester hours. The total
number of upper division hours in the fields of his choice
and at the discretion of his advisor must total forty•two
semester hours.

VII. Teacher Training Program.
The objective of the education course$ is to provide prepan·
tion and trainjng for those who plan to teach in seconduy
schools. ~e courses are designed to give prospective ~~·
ers. the pnnciples of education as based upon the Chns~
~hilosophy of life. Srecia} attention is given to the aCQUIII'
t10n of knowledge o effective methods of teaching and to
the requirements of university and accrediting agencies.
VIII. Associate in Aru Degree.
This. is a cultural degree offered to men and women . in
evenmg classes. This curriculum affords majors in English
or in philosophy.
The ?bjective _of the p~ogram is to present to the stude.nt
who 1s otherw1se occupted during the day the op~o~ntty
to pursue a four•year plan of evening courses constltutmg a
major and a minor in general education.
IX. Associate in Science Degree.
This. is a vocational degree offered to men and women. in
eve_nmg c.lasses. The curriculum affords majors in accounting
or m busmess administration.
The ?bjective _of the program is to present to the stud~t
who IS otherwtse occupied during the day the op~o~ruty
to pur~ue a f?ur·y~ar plan of evening courses constltut!Df a
maJor tn a mmor m commerce and finance.

X. Pre-Prolessional Programs.
The_se curricula .h~ve for their objectives the adequat.e prep:
aral:ton ~or adm1ss1on to professional schools. They mclude.
pre-dentistry, pre-engineering, pre-law, pre-medicine: ~OW'
ever, unless the student has strong reasons for a mtmmum
prepar~tion, he should secure a longer, broader, and deeper
education before entering his chosen professional school.

XI. Certificate in General Education.
The objective of this program is to afford men and women
students in evening classes the opportunity to secure a two•
year, basic cultural education.
XII. Certificate in Commerce and Finance.
The objective of this program is to afford men and women
students in evening classes the opportunity to secure a two•
year, basic vocational training in businesa.

FACULTY AND STUDENT CLIENTELE
Regis College exists for the purpose of educating young men;
women, however, are admitted to courses offered in the Evening Classes.
The college is J.lrimarily intended for Catholic students, but students of
other religious beliefs who may wish to experience the Jesuit system of
education are most welcome. Courses in Religion and participation in
Catholic religious exercises are obligatory for Catholic students and
optional for non-Catholic students.
Regis College is open to both res1dent and non•resident students.
Somewhat limited facilities rutrict the number of boarders who can
be housed in the large residence ball; suitable accommodations within
the vicinity of the cam pus are avai.lable to additional students.
The college wishes to serve first and foremost Denver and the
central Rocky Mountain states. However, in view of the fact that there
are so few Catholic colleges for men in the great territory between the
Mississippi !Uver and the Pacific Coast, it gladly offers its facilities to
students in this region. Finally, Regis wishes to welcome those students
from even greater distances who for reasons of health or western en vir·
onment seek an education "On the Crest of the West."
The roster of the faculty of Regis College includes both members
of the Society of Jesus and a number of carefully selected lay teachers.
One of the important factors which make it possible to operate the
college is found in the contributed services of the Jesuits. These con·
tributed services are supplemented by tuition of the students, by dona•
tions, by bequests. and by the income from a limited endowment.
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ADMINISTRATION
PRESIDENT
Richard F. Ryan, S.]., A.M., S.T.L.

DEAN
Louia G. Mattione, 5.]., A.M., S.T.I.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
REV.
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REV.

RICHARD P. RYAN, S.J.
LOUIS G. MATTIONE. S.J.
JAMES R. EATOUGH. SJ.
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OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
REV. RICHARD P. RYAN, S.J.
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Attiatant Librarian

FACULTY COMMITTEES
The President of Regis College is Ex officio a member of all committees.
ADMI.SSIONS AND DEGREES: Tbe Dean, Chairman; the Regiotrar; Rev. Geor1e M.
Tipton, S.].; Rev. Elmer P. Tr.~me, S.J.
LIBRARY: Rev. C. F. Kruger, S.J., Chairman; Rev. L. A. Bloomer, S.J .; M'j
Dorzwe•ler; Rev. Mark S. Grou, S.].; Rev. L. G. Mattione, S.J.; Rev. · ·
Quirk. S.].; Rev. Thos. F. Sinaleton, S.J.; Rev. L. P. Cervantes, S.].
EDUCATIONAL POLICIES: The Dean, Chairman· Rev. C. L. Bonnet,
~j':
loa . V. Downey, S.].; Rev. ]oa. A. Ryan, s.].; Rev. Harold L. Stan~< • · .,
Rev. E. A. Staulfen, S.J.
SCHOLARSHIPS AND EDUCATIONAL GRANTS: Rev. John ]. Gibbons, S.] ..
Rev. Louis A. Bloomer, S.].; Mr. Peter Rotor.
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COUNSELLING: Mr. P. Van Valktnburg, Chairman; the Dun; tbt
eg111rar; Mr. John V. Coyne; Rev. Harold L. Stanoell. S.J.
STUDENT LIFE: The Dean of Men, Chairman; Rev. B. 5. Karst. S. ].; Rev. C.
Bonnet, S.].; Dr. F. ]. O:og; Mr. P. Van Valkenburg.

RAN&_ ANDR TENURE: Tbe Dean, Chairman; Rev. B. S. Karat} S.].; Mr. ]. V.
yne; ev. ]. P. Waloh , S. ] .; M oot Rev. B. ]. Sullivan, S. ·
STUBDENhT HREALTH : Rev. B. S. Karat, S.]., Chairman; Rev. B. ]. Trame, S.J.;
rot er enk, S.J.
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FACULTY

GEORGE ERIC BECHTOLT, M.A.

ASST. PROF. OF SPANISH AND GERMAN
ASSOC. PROP. OF ENGLISH

LOUIS A. BLOOMER, S.j., M .A.

CHRISTIAN L. BONNETT, S.j., M.A., Ph.L., S.T.L .
. ASSOC. PROP. OF PHILOSOPHY
LUCIUS F. CERVANTES, S.J., M.A., Ph.D .,
JOHN V. COYNE, B.A., M.B.A.

INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIOLOGY

ASSOC. PROF. OF BUSINESS ADMIN.

FRED T. DALY, S.J., CANDID. Ph.D.

ASST. PROF. OF MATHEMATICS

JOSEPH V . DOWNEY. S.J ., M .A., M.S.

ASST. PROP. OF PH YSICS

WILLIAM B. FAHERTY, S.J., M.A., Ph.D.

ASST. PROP. OF HISTORY

MARK S. GROSS, S.J .• M .A.,

ASST. PROP. OF ENGLISH
PROPI!SSOR Of PHYSICS

HENRY P. HI!CKEN, S.J., M .A.
JOHN J . JOLIN, S.J., M .A., Ph.D. .

ASST. PROP. OF CLASS. LANGUAGES

BERNARD S. KARST. S.J .• M .A.

ASST. PROP. OF EDUCATION

DONALD A. KLENE. M .A.

INSTRUCTOR IN ENGLISH

CHARLES F. KRUGER, S.J. , M .A., A.B.L.S.

ASST. PROP. OF SPEECH

FRANCIS J . MALECEK , S. J ., M .A., S.T.L.

ASST. PROP. OF PHILOSOPHY

INSTRUCTOR IN PH YSICAL EDUC.

HARVEY I!. MOORE, B.S.
FRANKLIN L. OETTING. M.S.

INSTRUCTOR IN CHEMISTRY

FRANCIS J . OZOG. B.S., Ph.D.

.. ASST. PROF. OF CHEMISTRY
ASST. PROF. OP MODERN LANGUAGES

JOHN J. QUIRK, S.j ., M .A . ..

. INSTRUCTOR IN BUSINESS ADMIN.

PETER A. ROTAR, B.A., M .B.A.
J. CLEMENT RYAN, S.J., M.A. , S.T.L.
JOSEPH A. RYAN, S. J., M .A. ..

ASSOC. PROFESSOR OP ENGLISH
PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTING

THOMAS P. SINGLETON, S.J., B.S.
HAROLD L. STANSELL, S. j., M.A .• Ph.D.
ERVIN A. STAUFFI!N, S.j. , M.A., S.T.L. .

INSTRUCTOR IN MATHEMATICS
ASST. PROF. OF HISTORY
ASSOC. PROP. OF ENGLISH

MOST REV. BERNARD J. SULLIVAN . S.j ., M.A., LL.D., D.O. ...
..... . ... ASST. PROF. OF ENGLISH
INSTRUCTOR IN ACCOUNTING

PAUL G. TICE, B.S.
GEORGI! M . TIPTON. S.J., M .A., Ph.D.
ELMER J . TRAME, S.J. , M .A. , Ph.D ..

ASST. PROP. OF CHEMISTRY
PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY

FRED R. VAN VALKI!NBURG, M.A.

ASST. PROP. OF HISTORY

JAMES F. WALSH, S.J., M .A., Ph.D.

PROFESSOR OP PHILOSOPHY

EDWARD H. WII'ITERGALI!N, S.J., M.A., M.S.C. .. ...
. ...
. ASST. PROP. OF ECONOMICS
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EVENING DIVISION FACULTY
John V. Coyne, M .B.A. ................ Director of Evening Classes
H arold L. Stansell, S.J., P h. D .....Assoc. Dir. Evening Classes
Philip Baiamonte, M .A ................................................................. Language
Floyd E . Beyers.......................................................... Traffic Management
Ferman Bischofberger .................................................. Sales Management
Keith Bowen, Ph.D ..................................................................... Educatioo
F. J oseph B randiger, C .P .A ....................................................... Accounting
J. Vincent Connor .................................................................... Accounting
0 . M . C ordle, C .P .A .................................................................Accounting
John Daly, C.P.A . ---·············-------------·-·····································Accounting
Judge Edward C. Day, J.M ., LL.B.........................................Business Law
Stephen R. D emarest, B.S .........................................................Advertising
W illiam Diss, B.S., R.A ...........................................................Accounting
Gerald H . Galligan, LL.B.......................................................Business Law
Joseph G on 7;ales, M.A. .................................................................... English
Victor Jancewic7;, C .P.A...........................................................Accounting
Robert A. Knecht, C.P.A .........................................................Accounting
Peter P. McGraw, C .P.A. ..........................................................Accounting
T homas J. McMahon, C.P.A . .................................................. Accounting
Edward Miller, Litt.D . ..............................................................Journalism
Jesse R. M organ, D. Sc...................................................................English
Edmund L. Mullen, LL.B ............................................. Credit Management
W. Barney P aul, C.P.A...... ·······--------------································.Accounting
Raymond R ebrovick, M .A..·····--·----------------·-··-···························Sociology
]. D . Ryan, C.P.A., LL.B .. ·------------···----------·····-·······················-Accounting
Gerald M. Shea, LL.B., C.P .C.U.....................................•.......... J nsurance
Joseph Stephens, C.P.A. ·······--------·-····················-·················--Accounting
Joseph Sunderland, M.A. ......................................Business AdnUnistration
George Villano, M .A.................................................................Psychology
Elliot Wager, M.A.......................................................................... .English
William H. Welch, J.D., LL.B ................................................. Accounting
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Bun.DINGS
The college buildings are located on a campus of ninety•five acres.
The Administration Building. The first building erected on the
campus was completed in 1887. The non-academic administrative
offices, cafeteria and residence for the Jesuit faculty are located here.
Loyola Han. This building was opened for occupancy in November,
1951. It is a modern structure housing the academic administrative
offices, classrooms and the library.
De Smet Hall. The student activities building. In this building
space is provided for student recreational facilities and offices for
the Brown and Gold, the student newspaper, and other offices of
student campus organizations.
Carroll Hall. The student resident building. Single, well ventilated,
steam heated rooms are available for college students. A modern
residence building erected in 1923.
The Gymnasium. This spacious building is available for indoor
athletic, intramural activities for all students.
The Chapel. Completed in 1949, the Chapel is available for stu•
dent use at all times. Five hundred students are accommodated
easily in this building.
LABORATORIES
The Biology, Chemistry, Physical Laboratories are located in Car·
roll Hall. Necessary apparatus and supplies for undergraduate work are
aupplied
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LIBRARY

The Regis College Library, one of the lar
cOlk e hbn:ia
the west, conta n approxamardy 60,000 volum
and oHm am~
facilit:iu for research and uudy. lr
open on c:b cbys f
1:00
A.M. unttl 9 :30 P f., on Saturda}l fr om 9:00 AM until ll
By arrangement wtth the Oen~r Public U rary
1 be
borrowed for an inde6nate period for rio r
reb pro,ectL Th
resource. of the Regis Labrary are further enriched by the fu: W:
the Library has been aelected and ct up by the U • G~unmcn: u a
depository library for governmwt rub!Jcauona The (adlitiu o! cht
Bibliographical Center for Reuarch arc alto avaiUblc for ~~ ~
faculty.

SEISMIC OBSERVATORY
The Sciarruc Ob!!e.rvatory wu eatabluhcd 1n 1909. The wcn=aal
room is located in the Adminanntion BuDdin •
The Jeauit Seismological Aa.sociation bu IJXtew 1ta0om m the
United States. AU the a:auona depend on the Central S::an n, loami
at. St. Lo~ UruvertJty, St. LoutS, Miuoun They exchange rcporll
wath practJcaUy all the atationa of the world w
cd fn KWDo!Ocical
reaearch . Through the courteay of ""Science
rv~«.'" Wasbinplll.
D. C., the atataons exchange telegrama ammedLltcly after brgc qUake~
have been registered, in order to locate their epacentcn a.s c.arly u
pomble. _New electromagnetic aeumomctera ..,.th photocraphlc record·
mg were mstalled in 1946,

ACCREDITATION
Regis College 1s accredited by the North Central •
:uaon ~ 1
four·year . degree granting college. It 11 a membu of the Associ1tl0ll
of A~encan Colleges. The Coll~e al o holda mt'mbu&lup in the
Amenca_n CounCJI on Education, the ]aut Educaoonal .Auodation and
the Nataonal Catholic Educational A oc~ation.
The _evening division il also a member of the Amcncan
of Evenang Colleges and Umver•iues.
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
The College provides for and encourages a variety of student
activities and organi~ations in so far as they promote wholesome en·
tertainment and experience, as well as the objectives of the College.
All student activities are under the supervision of the Dean of Men.
Student orgamzations must secure the approval of the Student Council
for all meetings and programs.

EUGIDIIIIY RULES
Students taking part in public collegiate performances or contesta,
academic or athletic, and those appointed to the staffs of the College
publications, as well as all officers of student organizations, are subject
to the following eligibiHty rules:
They must have passing grades in at least twelve hours of credit in
the semester prior to the semester in which they wish to participate.
Also their total credit in the two semesters prior to the one in
which they wish to participate must not be less than twenty·four se·
mester hours. This rule does not prevent Freshmen from participation
nor com petition in activities.
Note: Any transfer student who passes in one semester and a sum·
mer session a total of twenty·four semester hours is eligible for varsity
athletic competition. They must not be under official censure of any
kind.
ALPHA DELTA GAMMA IOTA CHAPTER
The purpose of this fraternity is to unite congenial-minded Regis
men in a brotherhood of love and high respect; to develop the highest
Christian ideals of manhood among its members; to foster the interests
of Regis College among its members and thetr fell ow students; to or•
ganize and maintain an association composed of all Regis alumni; and
to actively support all functions of any other organized group at Regis
insofar as said function is undertaken for the benefit of Regis.
FORENSICS
The Regis Debating and Oratorical Society offers special opportu·
nities for development in the speech arts. In addition to regular prac•
tice session s on the campus, inter-collegiate debates and speech con·
tests are engaged in during the school year. Regis is a member of the
Colorado-Wyoming Forensic League, and thus is associated in inter·
collegiate competition in speech with Denver University, Colorado
University, Colorado State College, Colorado College of Agriculture,
Colorado College, Loretto H eights College, and University of Wyo•
min g.
UNITED STATES NATIONAL
STUDENTS ASSOCIATION (USNSA)
Regis College and Regis Evening Division were among the very
first schools in the Northern Colorado Region to become members of
the NSA. This Association, national organization of college and uni·
versity students performs in this country the work o f the International
Union of Students (IUS) in Europe with the great difference that its
policies are stricdy non-political. Its chief aims are the integration and
advancement of student activities, improvement of student conditions,
equality of educational opportunities, and intercommunication between
the various member schools.
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ALPHA KAPPA PSl fRATERNlO
Alpha Kappa P 1 frat.ermty (;a
1 ma Chapter, "'
inla.l!cd
m the Dtvt 1on of Commerce and I mancc on "'rril '!0, 19.54 Th obJectives of the fratc:rmty arc: to further the tndi\•Jdual a.-dWc of Ill
members, to foster scic:nuftc re urc.h m the fu~ld of commerce a:d
finance.
THE BIOLOGY O.UB
The purpose of thia orpniution u to promote: mtc:rac Ul ch~ hiologic.al sciences. M4embenbtp ia limited to .:udwta wbo ba\c fUcall'
full y completed two aemutcra of Biolocy. Mccune• arc held mocthlr
and include lectures by ruut apeaker•. or rcv•cv.-. of current rcaurC
by m4tmben, followed by diacuaaion . The rcrwnncl of the BtoloCJ De·
partment act as moderaton. OHiccra arc elected by the dub membt11

THB DELTA SIGMA
The Delta Sigma Commerce Club waa founded and tncorponte,d
under the laws of the State of Colorado by Pro feasor E~erctt S. &ilcr'
atudenta in 1926. The purpose of the club 11 to promote interat m
commercial aubjects, and wo, to foatcr a tpinc of cood fclloMhtp and
aportamanship among 1ts membcra, Mcmberah1p m Alpha ehapw "
hm1ted to men Evening studcnta who have: aucccs.sfully completed one
semester of accountmg. Membcr8h1p in Beta chapter is lim1ted to
women students who have euccwfull)• completed one ~emcstcr m a
commerCial course.
THE 1-USTORY CLUB
T~e members of the History Club arc tudenu y.·ho arc con\·inc~
that mformal discu~ion of man'a accompluhmc:nte m the put "ill
~erve the purpose of supplementing thejr more formal academic t~n·
mg. Concern also over the problem which confront man on the m·
ternat!onal level in our day, brina~ atudcnts to,cther m an eHor:t to
acquamt themselves with the c:omplex1tie.s of International rchtlons.
Memb~rsh~p in the club 11 open to all quahfted tudenu v.·ho _dt5p~y
an acttve mterest in the function~ and acttvitttl of the orgam:;atton.

THB UTBRATURE CLUB
Thi1 ~ub hu for ita purpose the fotterinc of a love of the _ri,ht
type of mtellectual enjoyment and the encouraaem ent and tratntn~
of college men who are intc:ruted in writinc. Meetine• arc held bt•
monthly.
RHO CHI SIGMA
. ~his organt~tion is composed pnnc:•pally of thou membcra who ~c
~fftltates. of the ~~ncan Chemical Soctety and who plan to maJor
10
cbemtst;f. Affil.iaoon Wtth the II. C.S. il not eaacntial, however, for
me!I'ber~htp in the Rho Chi Stgrna M onthly meetings are held at
whtch etther the members or tnvited gue t 1peahr1 discuu aome phase
of chemtstry.
THE REGIS ORCHESTRA AND PEP BAND
An organitation of student mu tcians who enliven and add to che
Pe.rformances of the Reg1s Player , the Variety Club, atudent ;uscm·
b1•es, and basketball game .
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THE REGIS PLAYERS
The dramatic club of Regis College. Ample opportunity for all
phases of dramatics, with four or more productions each year. The Club
has ranked first on several occasions in dramatic competition with other
schools.
THE REGIS VARIETY CLUB
A medium for presenting stage talent in a yearly show of musical·
comedy type. The Club stages its shows early in the year for Denver,
and gives benefits and other performances out·state. Radio and TV
outlets are possible for the best acts on local stations.
THE SODAUTY OF 11iB BLESSED VIRGIN MARY
The Sodality was founded almost four hundred yeara ago to in·
crease the personal holiness of its members and to train them in char·
itable work for others. Plentiful opportunities are afforded at Regis for
the attainment of this twofold purpose. Sodalists can conveniently
attend daily Mass and frequent the Sacraments, they can teach cate•
chUm to the Catholic students in public schools, visit prisons and reform
schools, collect funds and clothes for the home and foreign missiona,
work for aocial and interracial justice, defend Christian morala and
dogmas when the latter are attacked. Above all, they endeavor to
acquire a deep personal loyalty to Christ and His Mother, and inspire
others to do the same.
THE STUDENI' COUNCIL
The Student Council comprises the elected representatives of the
student body at large, and representatives from each class and from
each campus organi~ation. It aims at strengthening relations between
members of the student body as a whole, between the student& of the
various classes and organiutions, and between the students and the
administration of the College. The Council encourages existing student
activitiea and facilitates the development of new ones, atrivea to dis·
cover student talent and to foster student initiative. Regia is affiliated
with the National Studenta' Association, the National Federation of
Catholic College Students, and the Joint Committee for Student Action.
STUDENI' PUBUCATIONS
The students of the College, under faculty auperviaion, iaaue two
publications.
The BROWN AND GOLD is the student newspaper publi1hed
semi•monthly. Thia publication aima at an unbiased recording of cur•
rent campus activitiea.
The RANGER is the illustrated year•book published in May of
each year. This publication pictorially recorda campus activitiea and
perpetuates college acquaintance&.
The faculty moderator of these publications selects the Editors-in·
chief and other assistants on the basis of merit and interest in such
work.
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ST UDENT Life
CHAPEL BXEROSES
On Fnday m<Jr~ tng at 9 : If chapd nercaKJ of a ruict1y rd:zi
character are held for all ruuenu 1n the Colle,e Chaptl AU '~~
studen ts are required to attend Attendance on other chya u o.,.....-

STUDENT RETREAT
Each year the Spiritual Exerca u of St. I gnauu Loyola are CJVCII
for the students. Attendance at the Retreat is obligatory for C&:hohC
students. Non-Catholic atudenta are anvated to atund

DISOPUNE
The educational ~Y tern employtd by the College andudcs, as one
of ats promanent features, the formauon of character. For thu reason,
the disciplane, whale comaderatc and largely a matter of atudent mo:ale
is firm, especially when the cood of the tudent body and the reputJ
taon of the institution are concerned . Matters of diSClphne are wpa
vised by the Dean of Men and the Commattec: on 'tudent Ufe. Whtll
the interest of the •tudent body demands, a tudc:nt v.ho conducts him·
self contrary to the College tandard of conduct \11a11 be wbJ«t 1"
discipl~nary dasmNal or su penSJon or he may be pbctd on dt.~p!inar:
prob.an on. \Vhenever a tudent i euhJcctcd to dasctphnary acuon. 1111
medaate notice •~ •ent to parent and lecal cuard~ns.
Besides the professors and authorities of the College, to who~ the
atudent may have recourse in the dilficultiu whtCh mav b~et hllll, 1
priest is appointed to act as a coun elor to any and all the •tudents lD
whate.ver concerns their welfare, but above all in what concerns ~ctr
consc1ence and the fo rmation o f character. Thue are many thmga
which a.rise in the life of a young man at Colle11e m wha.ch he needa
t~e adv1ce of one who is expenenced and is at the aame tame rudy 10
gave a father's interest to the tude~t. This need u 1upplied by the
Student Counselor.

RESIDENCE HALL
R~sident student. live in Carroll Hall , a thoroughly modern build·
ang w~th sangle rooms for •eniors and double rooms for other students.
Runnang water and built-in clothe• c:Iosct are pronded 10 every room.
The bualdang contains tiled shower rooms and lounge rooma. Students
restdang in Carroll Hall mu•t furnuh hed hncm, face and bath 1?"'els
clearly marked with the student"s name. Other beddmg is fumJShed
by the College. Each room ts furntshcd \!.1th a rudy desk and book·
rack.

Out·of·town students who are Fre hmcn are required to live in
Ca~roll H all. All who live an Carro ll Hall mu t cat an the College ca.fe·
tena, and are billed to that purpose. Non-Denver 6tudenr.:; who resade
of~·campus are ':'nder the ~upervtston of the Dea n of Men and. the Co~
mat.t ee on H ousang; thus, they may rc8ade only in •uch boardmg bous
whach are listed and approved by the Commmee on Housmg.
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STUDENT BMPLOYJ.\.1BNT
Students may make application to the Employment Bureau for work
which the College is able to provide. It is understood that any funds
so earned by the student will be used in paying for tuition or board
and room.
Students will be advised against taking employment of such a
nature as will prevent their doing satisfactory work in their counea.
If a student accepts employment for more than three hours on class
days, he may be required to reduce the number of semester hours car•
ried. No student should rely on outside work during the school terms
to pay all expenses.
Students carrying programs in the Division of Science, particularly
in pre•medicine or Chemistry will be required to carry less than the
usual number of semester hours if outside work in excess of twelve
hours per week is necessary.
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
The College exercises supervision over the health of all students.
Upon admission to the College all students must undergo a physical
examination during Freshman days by our doctors. The record of this
examination will be kept on file. \Vhen necessary, appropriate advice
will be given to the student, and parents or guardians will be informed
of any serious defect.
Resident students, when indisposed. are expected to report their
condition e1ther to the nurse or to one of the Prefects in the residence
hall so that prompt action may be taken.
Students referred to specialists for consultation, operation or treat•
ment, will be responsible for the payment of the physician's or sur·
geon's fee. If hospitalization is necessary, it is provided at St. An·
thony's, St. Joseph's or Mercy Hospital. The student will be responsible
for payment of the hospital bill. Failure to pay personal indebtedness
to physician, surgeon or hospital renders the student ineligible for
final examinations and receipt of a record of grades.
The Medical Pee for resident students entitles them to the use of
the infirmary, ordinary medication and reasonable visitation by the
school physician. It does not include special prescriptions, extraordinary
medications or diets nor prolonged stay in the Infirmary.
Advice given to students on all health problems is governed by
such prudence as may be dictated by a thorough understanding o f all
the factors affecting each individual case. Healthful habits of living
are encouraged in the student's daily life by suggestions regarding
hours of study and recreation, diet, exercise and rest.
(The Student Health Service cannot sponsor blood transfusions
by students without explicit permission of parents or guardians.)
Every precaution is taken in the chemistry labs .. to provide .for the
safety and well·being of students. Adequate mstruct10n concernmg the
hazards involved are given, and in sol!'e cases speci_al equipment is pro·
vided, such as safety glasses for use m the Orgamc labs. The College
assumes no responsibility for accidents, however, and expects the stu·
dents who are referred to physicians or surgeons as a result of an ac·
cident to be fully responsible for payment of fees.
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PHYSICAL TR.AINJNG
Although the phy ical well·being and training of the wdect art cl
eecondary importance in educational l}'ttenu, inumuch u they •
be subordinated to mental and moral tfe•elopment, the coUcce author·
ities have never overlooked the1r relatt~;e place and value
Colorado's cltmate offers ucellent opportunities to eneounce phr
11cal fitness and mental alertness through hnlthful una c To thit wd
Regis College supports both an Intramural anJ an lntercolleciatt ath·
letic program.
The intramural program is comprehen ive enouah to oHer the ~
dent many opportumties for phyaical exerci!t, Wltbtn the acope or bil
abilities and interests. Organited programs are conducted in touch rOO(·
ball, softball, basketball, skiing, golf, tenm , volleyball, bowline, and
ping•pong.
~e intercollegiat~ athletic program offers bukttball and baxblll
as maJor sports, tennts and 1olf u minor poru. ThtM eontuta arc
intended to foster friendly and effective cooperauon w:th dloo!J the
college meets competitively, to promote good •porumanthir: and to
develop public appreoation of the educational values of athleoa
The Athletic Board of Regia College will pursue a realistic. co~·
mo!l ae!lse. policy in all matters pertam1ng to athletia and ~ that ~
P.oltcy 11 m accord with the best traditional Jeau•t Educauon~ P";D'
CJpl~ and practices. and that this policy is in accord ."''~th the ftnancial
postb?n and educational status of Regis College and m accord With the
athlettc code of the North Central A..-.ociation.

STUDENT LOAN FUND
T~roug~ the generosity o f an anonymoua donor a Student Loan
Fund ts avatlable at Regis College. This fund may be u•ed by Jtuden~
of the College for the payment of fees and tuttJon. A small interest 1.1
charged on this loan, and the student mu t make return payment .or
loan at a specified time. For fu rther information contact the Offtce
of the Treasurer.
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SCHOLARSHIPS
Anyone who would be interested in providing a partial or perma·
nent scholarship for a needy student should contact the Prerident or
the Treasurer's Office at Regis College.
Through the generosity of friends, the College is able to offer a
certain number of partial acholarships to graduates of the parochial
and public schools of Denver and vicinity. These scholarships entide
the holders to an award of $400.00 ($100.00 each year), provided he
is a day student, and $700.00 ( $17 5.00 each year) if he is a resident
atudent, toward payment of tuition.
Holders of scholarships, however awarded to them, mutt meet the
following requirements:
1. A. general avenge of B in each semester'a work with no condi·
tiona and no failures, must be maintained.
2. A. acholarship covera tuition only and doea not excuse the holder
from the payment of other feea.
3. The privileges of a scholarship may be withdrawn at any time
by reason of unworthy conduct.
4. These privileges are also forfeited by non-use, and they may not
be transferred by the original holder to another, nor reaumed at wt11
after having been relinquished by withdrawal.
5. Renewal of scholarship each semester is contingent on holder'•
acholastic standing and conduct.
Regis College has been able to grant partial scholarships through
funds given by various anonymons donors, also by Rev. Jos. Desaulniers,
the sisters and heirs of Eugene Henry Rourke, Mrs. Cecelia K. Scholl,
Mrs. Catherine Ward, friends of Rev. A. W. Forstall.
THE KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS SCHOLARSHIP
Through the generosity of the Denver Council No. B9 of the
Knights of Columbus a four year scholarship to Regis College is to be
awarded annually to one high school boy in the local area who ranks
in the upper third of the male members of his class. Application is to
be made to the Knights of Columbus.
THE PA.THER PA.NTANELLA MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
On December 24, 1930, The John K. and Catherine S. Mullen
Benevolent Corporation established a perpetual Scholarship Fund in
memory of Reverend Dominic Pantanella, S.J., by donating the sum
of $15,000.00 to Regis College. The annual income from this Fund,
$600.00, is to be available to needy and deserving students and is to
be applied on the expense of tuition. By establishing the Father Pan•
tanella Memorial Scholarship Fund, the heirs of Mr. and Mrs. John
K. Mullen have most generously provided for four needy and deserv•
ing ltlldents at Regi• College in perpetuity.
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PRIZE AWARDS
Inter-Collegiate English Prize. 1\ purse of $1 00.00 is olfued )'U.1
by Mr. D. F. Bremmer, of Ch1cago, lor excellence m English 1111•
writing. The pur•e 1s open to c~.-mpeution among the tudents of Ct
Jesuit Colleges of the M1d ·\\ eJ t.
Inter-Collegiate Latin Prize. 1\ cub pme ts given uch yur by chc
Very Reverend Fathers Provincial of the Mnaoun and Chiago Pril'
vinces of the Society of Jeaw to the winner of a Latin contett pi!'
ticipated in by students in the coUegea of the MU.souri and Chop
Provinces.
The Campion Physics Award. The late john P. Camp1on of~
ver, Colorado, founded this award for the beat UAY m Pbystcs.

The Mary ] . Ryan Memorial Award. ThU award J.S av.-arckd u.·
nually fo r the best work in the first year of Accounting.
The <last of 1929 Biology Award. Tbu award \lo'U founded ~
t~e members of the graduatmg claas of 1929 for the best CWf 11

B1ology.

The Bishop Vehr Award. H is Excellency Mo~ Rev. Urb!D J
Vehr, _D.D., donates th1a award for the be t ~y on Promotion fJ
Catholic Thought and Catho!Jc Action in America.
The A. W. Foratall Award. This award m Analytical (ltJIIl!IY
h_a U been presented by friends of Father A. W. Porstall, S.]., to mtmO'
na ze the work done by b~m in Chemistry and Soence.
sc

h 0'fallh .S~t Joll!nal Award. Th1s award is gl\·en for outstandinf
ars •p 10 the f•cld of Bu~iness Admim•tration.

award;1

Colorado Society of Certified Public Accountants. This
f vchn to a graduatmg senior ma)ormg 10 Accounting who ha.!
tg est average grade.

sen7he ~a~ V .. Partridge Award. Th1s award i$ g•ven to a grad4~
o r maJ ~nng m the f1eld of Bu~ine•s w1th the highest average grt
over a penod f f
o our year• at Regis Colle~:e.

!d

stud~~: ;arlton
J. H. Hayes Award. Thi award is bestowed on
who h
~ 0 has done outHanding work 10 the Hudy of H1sto!'f t of
Histor;~ ceo a leader m act1v1ties spon~ored by the Departmen

mat?"~: ~pha

Kappa Psi Scholarship Award. Made annually

Regis.

•g est ~cholast1c average for three yeau o

to~:

possesse~~~hesth~eht of the D1vi•1on of Commerce and Fifan..~rk at

Bet;~hj~seph A. Ryan Award. Th1~ award is l!•'·en annuall~
done in
er of ~he Delta Si~tma Fraternity in recogmoon of ted for
the best a~h~untmg by Father Jos. A. Ryan, S.j., and is p_resb~iaell
courses.
evcment by a woman student in the evemng

br;k

A
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TUITION AND FEES

Student must pay tultton and all other fees and charges for the
semester at time of registration. All remittances should be made pay•
able to "Regis College".
The minimum charge for a student taking seventeen semester hours
and residing on campus is approximately $493.50 per semester; for non•
boarding students approximately $213.50 per semester. These charges
will vary with the labo-ratory fees for science courses and with any
change in semester hours.
Students who reside on campus will take their meals on campus.
For those students who reside on campus a $25.00 room deposit is re·
quired. This deposit must be paid when the student is accepted. The
deposit is refundable to parents two weeks after room is permanently
vacated by student, less any charges incurred fo-r damage to room or
bwlding.
Students who cannot pay their account in full at the time of regis·
tration may make the following arrangements with the Treasurer's
Office:
1. A m1mmum o f one•third ( Vl) o f the total semester's charges

must be paid at the time of registration.
2. Before a student will be permitted to attend any class an agree·
ment must be signed by the student as outlined below. Where
the student is under 2 1 years of age, his parents or guardians
must also sign.
a. The second one•third ( V3 ) of the total semester's charge
will be paid on or before the end of the sixth week of class
in that semester.
b. The last one-third ( 1/l ) of the total semester's charges will
be paid on or before the end of the twelfth ( 12) week of
class in that semester.
3. There will be a five dollar ( 5.00) fee for the above installment
plan arrangement.
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In case a student withdraws from the college within the 6rn K~tn
days of the quarter a total refund of the tuition and fees Wl11 be madt.
except the registration fee. After the first week of a semester the refund of the tuition and fees will be made as follows: 60% up to three
weeks, 40% between three and five weeks, 20% between five and
seven weeks; after which time no refund will be made
No student may take a semester examination, regular or condition·
ed, or receive any degree, diploma, or statement of credits, uob1 his
financial accounts are satisfactorily settled.
Registration fee __ ..........................

$ 2.00

Graduation fee ------------------- -----------·-------------------------.. -------------------- I 5.00
Tuition, per semester hour............................................................ 12.00
Activities fee, per semester
............ ..........
7JO
Board, per semester _ . ... . _
220.00
Private room, per semester............................................................
Double ro om, per semester............................................................
Physical examination fee for all Freshmen.... .... ......................
Health service fee for boarders (per semester)
Laboratory fee:
Chemistry
Physics
Biology

100.00
60.00
2.00
2.50

Microscope rental fee (per semester)
. . ... ... ... ..
••Science demonstration fee..........................................................
Conditional examinations, each . ..
. .. ..........

5.00
2.50
!.00

15.00
12.00
12.00

Change o f registration fee
tRoom Deposit _ ___

2.00
2.00
1.00
25.00

Part time students, per semester hour. ....... :........... ....................

12.00

Examinations taken on days not assigned, each
Late registration fee .. ____

Personal laundry is cared for by the student at his own expen.e.
(Board and room fees are subject to change without notice, owing
to present uncertain conditions.)
..For tbooe taking Sci. 10, 15.
tR.oom depooita will be f d d
.
I
prior to July 1 _
re un e • prov1ded the Dean io notified of a change of P •.,
Peea •ubject to change without notification.
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ADMISSION TO THE COLLEGE
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
New students must make application for admission to the Dean.
They must use the offiaal Application for Admission, copies of which
may be obtained from the Dean. New students are urged to enter their
application before June first.
All official entrance records must be received and approved by the
Dean not later than September 1.
SCHOlARSHIP REQUIREMENTS
The College requires for admission the satisfactory completion of
a four year course in a secondary school approved by a rec ogni~ed
accrediting agency or the eqwvalent of such a course. The major por•
tion of the secondary school course presented by a student for admis·
aion should be definitely correlated with the curriculum to which he
seeks admission.
All candidates for admission must offer fifteen units in acceptable
subjects. No student will be admited except on presentation of an
official transcript of credits from the high school last attended. Cre·
dentials which are accepted for admission become the property of the
College and are kept permanently on file.
The College reserves the right to refuse to admit any student whose
preparatory work is of such a grade as to create doubt regarding hit
ability to pursue college work successfully.
Applicants for admission who graduated in the lowest fourth of
their high school cla•s may not be admitted to Regis College without
special action of the Committee on Admissions and Degrees. In case
the Committee approves the admission of such an applicant, the ap•
plicant shall be placed on a probationary status and must do satisfac•
tory college work within the period assigned for his probation. The
probation is a scholastic penalty and is not to be understood as reflect•
ing any disciplinary action on the part of the College. The College
reserves the right to determine the subjects and course which the stu•
dent will take during the period of h is probation.
ADMISSION FROM HIGH SCHOOL
A candidate for admission shall offer fifteen acceptable units of
credit by certificate. A student may present the following certificates.
1. A record showing graduation from an approved high school.
2. A record showing graduation from a non·accredited high school.
This certificate will be accepted provisionally, conditioned by
subsequent work.
3. A record showing a minimum of fifteen acceptable units, even
though the student has not been graduated, will be accepted
provisionally as above in 2.
A total of fifteen acceptable units as follows:
English, 3 units.
Algebra, 1 unit.
Geometry, 1 unit.
History, 1 unit.
unit.
Laboratory Science,
-25-

ADVANCED STANDING
Students are admitted to advanced atanding on the pruentation of
the following credentials:
1. R ecord of high school units.
2. Official college transcript.
3. Evidence of honorable dismissal from the institution last at•
tended.
4. Evidence of satisfactory scholarship. Such evidence is. a q-grade
average in courses taken at the first institution. Ordtnanly, no
course with a grade of "D" will be transferred.
.
No student will be admitted to the College as a candtdate for a
degree after the beginning of the first sem ester of the Senior year.

FRESHMEN

REGISTRATION

Freshmen will be on the campus during three days preceding,fte
opening of classes. These dates are specified in the calendar.. e
program for these days, known as Freshman \Veek, will conSISt .o1
aptitude and placement tests for guidance purposes, conferences With
the Dean and with advisers relative to studies and problems of colle.ge
life, registration and payment of fees. Lectures and tours to ac9~2;1Dt
Freshmen with the fao1ities of the institution various student actiVIUel,
health and physical education provisions, an'd the ideals and ~pirit of
Regis College will be provided to insure the proper induction mto thr
whole of college life.
All Freshmen Must Be Present for the Whole of Freshmen Week.
Registration for the program must be made between 8:00 a~d 9.:00
A. M . on the morning of the first day of Freshman days, at whtch ome
instructions will be given. Those who fail to take the tests at the 35'
signed tim es will be required to take them later at a fee of $2.00 for
each test.

CONDmONAL REGISTRATION

.

In cases. where application for admission is made so late ~at thll
1
• not posstble, CONDITIONAL registration may be permttted. In
case of such conditional registration all official entrance records must
be filed with the Dean not later than two weeks after the regular
registration day, and it shall be the responsibility of the student to see
that this is done.
Student~ registering on any other day than that designated on the
cal~ndar. will be required to pay a late registration fee of $2.00. No
regtstrat10n will be permitted after the second week of class.
.

CHANGES IN REGISTRATION
After the first week of the semester change of registration will
be permitted with the consent of the De~n and on the payment of a
fee of one dollar for each change thus made. In case the chan~e 11
made upon 0e ini~iativ~ of the College authorities no fee is r~qwr~d.
Changes tn regtstratton must be made officially in the Deans offtce
and must be approved by him . This applies to courses dropped, cours~
add~d, and changing from one course to another. No change in rep
tratton may he made after the second week of the semester. Studenta
who d rop a study without permission will be marked P on the records.
1
£d those 'Yho are permitted at their own request to drop a course
a ter attendtng the class for five weeks or more will be given a grade
of F or ':JV. depending upon whether the student's work is satisfactory
or unsatisfactory at the time of withdrawal.
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LATE AFTERNOON AND EVENING CLASSES
CO-EDUCATIONAL

PURPOSB
The late afternoon and evening classes at Regis have been arranged
especially for men and women who seek to advance in culture or self·
betterment, but who are engaged in business and other occupations
during the day. Those who wish further education through college
work in the evening will find a comprehensive program available. A
separate catalog is issued each semester to cover evening classes and
may be obtained by request.
Evening classes are an integral part of the College program. The
standards o f academic and professional achievement are equivalent to
•hose of the regular day session.

ACCREDITATION
Regis College is accredited by the North Central Association as a
four-year degree granting college. It is a member of the Association of
American Colleges, American Council on Education, the Jesuit Educa•
tiona! Association, and the National Catholic Educational Association .
The evening division is also a member of the American Association of
Evening Colleges and Universities.
PROGRAMS - CURRICULUM
Certificates: Basic business education is available in a two•year
evening curriculum leading to a Certificate in Commerce and Finance.
Basic cultural education is available in a two•year evening curriculum
leading to a Certificate in General Education.
Associate Degrees: The many earnest and ambitious persons can
avail themselves of complete four•year programs ;,f business and cui·
tural education leading to an Associate Degree by courses which em•
phasite Accounting, Business Ad ministration, English, Philosophy,
History, Sociology, Psychology.
Bachelor Degrees: If, after completing the 72 hours required for
one of the Associate Degrees, the student wishes to continue h is work
toward a Bachelor Degree he or she may do so with the confidence that
most of the basic requirements for the Degree have been fulfilled. Regis
College requires 128 semester hours of college credit for the Bachelor
of Science Degree. These requirements are fully described in other
sect ions o f this catalog.
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INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
The teaching staff for evening classes at Regis College includes
a large proportion of the regular faculty members. A n~mber of ~c·
cessful business men and women teach coursea 10 the fields m which
they are specially trained and are working.
WHO MAY ENROLL
Students in the evening classes range in age from seven~ee~ .ttJ
sixty•two years. This indicates that all adults in Denver and vmcJDJty
may find something of interest and value to study.
.
.
High school graduates who present an acceptable transcnpt of thCJr
credits will be permitted to enroll. Persons who are at least twenty•one
years of age may, on individual approval, enroll without presenting any
entrance credits, provided they do not enter into a Certificate or Degree
program. Persons transferring from an accedited college must have
forwarded to the Registrar a complete official ttanscript from each
college attended.
VETERANS
Veterans are eligible for training under P.L. 346 and 550. AU new
veteran students and veterans transferring to Regis should present Let•
ters of Eligibility at registration. Veterans lacking letters must pay on~·
third tuition when registering. Information regarding refund of this
money may be obtained at registration time.
SERVICE MEN AND WOMEN
Regis cooperates fully with the Education Offices of Lowry Nr
Force Base.' Fit~simons Army Hospital, Air Force Finance Cente~ ~nd
Buckley Air Base. Service men and women eligible for college ~a~rung
ca~ contact thetr Education Office or Regis directly for advice and
assistance.
AUDITORS
. Special students who are not working for college credit may enroll
With the consent of the Director for one or more courses. Such studenta
must give. evidenc.e to the Director that they are qualified to follow the
c_ourses With rrofit tO themselves and will in no way )ower the educa•
tiona) level o the group. No credit is allow on the audit courses, and
the .cost of the course is the same whether taken for credit or as an
auditor.
FEES
Tuiti_on is. $12.00 for each semester hour. Registration fee is $2.00.
Late registration fee is $4.00.
. Students must pay tuition charges and all fees at time of reg~tra·
~on. Students who cannot pay their account in full at time of regis~a·
tion may ma.k~ the following arrangements with the Treasurer's Office:
1. ~ mi~Umum pa.yment of ~en dollars, plus registration fee must
e patd at the time of registration.
2
· Before a studei?t will be permitted to attend any class, an ag:ee·
~ent must be signed by the student (and his parents or guardians
10
case the student is under twenty•one (21) years of age) to
the following effect:
(a) Clearly outlining the time and amounts of future payments.
(b) T~at the total semester charges will be paid two weeks
pnor to semester examinations.
.
3
· If the student elects to pay his fees in installments an additiOnal
two•dollar ($ 2.00) service charge will be made.
-28-
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ADMINISTRATNE PROCEDURE

THE COLLEGE YEAR
The College year, running from the second week of September till
the first week in June, comprises thirty•four weeks, which are divided
into two semesters of seventeen weeks each. There is a Christmas and
an Easter recess. Legal holidays and all holydays of obligation are
observed.

SUMMER SESSION
Each summer a summer session of ten weeks is held beginning the
second week in June and ending during the second week in August. A
large number and variety of courses are offered in fields leading to the
Bachelor's degree. The cool, pleasant summer weather of Colorado in
the Western vacation land appeals to many who desire to combine
school work with the opportunity to relax in the surroundings both
pleasant and healthful. Classes are held both during the day and
evening.

ATTENDANCE
Each student shall be held responsible for his absences in any
course by the teacher of that course. It is understood that all work
missed for absences must be made up immediately after the period of
absence, and any test or examination so missed may or may not be
repeated in a special examination at the teacher's discretion. A fee will
be charged for all late exams.
Any student who bas placed himself in danger of failing a course
through absence from the course may be reported by the teacher to the
Dean's Office for further action in his case.
No student or teacher will be reguired to file reports of absence
in the office of the Dean, and no absence will be classified as excused
or unexcused. Justifiable absence will not be considered as exempting
a student from any work that a teacher may deem necessary for receiv•
ing credit in a course. All unfinished work due to absences is the sole
responsibility of the student.
AMOUNT OF WORK
The semester hour is the unit or standard for computing the
amount of a student's work. A semester hour is defined as one lecture,
recitation or class exercise, one hour in length per week, for one sem•
ester. Three hours of laboratory work are equivalent to one recitation
hour. Two hours of preparation on the part of the student is expected
for each hour of lecture or recitation.
Regular work for freshmen is seventeen hours per week. For all
others it may be from twelve to eighteen hours. No freshman may register for more than seventeen hours without special permission of the
Dean, unless he is in the field of science.
In case of students of longer attendance, the Dean may grant per•
mission to take more hours than are regularly allowed after the standing of the student in each study of the semester is examined and found
to be B or over in the preceding semester.
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CREDIT POINTS

EXAMINATIONS

1

:uskl
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n
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QUAIIIY REQUIREMBNTS
Whenever a student's credit point average falls below 2.00 he is
considered to be doing unsatisfactory work. Every student whose
achievement is deemed to be unsatisfactory is subject to such academic
penalties as the Committee on Admissions and Degrees may see fit to
tmpose.
The following academic penalties are in f(]t'ce at Regis College:
1. Probation. A Freshman whose credit point average is below 1.50
and a Sophomore below 1.7 5 is placed on probation for the
following academic year. The period of probation shall be de·
termined by the Committee on Admission and Degrees.
2. Suspension. A student on probation who fails to meet the con•
ditions of probation is susp ended. A stud ent so suspended may
not return before the lapse of one academic year.
3. Dismissal. A student is dismissed for academic deficiency if his
record is such as to give evidence that he is unable to do college
work.

REPORTS
Reporta of scholarship and general progress are sent to parents or
guardians at every quarter. Semester grades are determined by the re·
suit of the semester examination combined with the student's class work
during the semester.

TRANSCRIPT OF RECORD
Students wishing transcript of record in order to transfer from this
College to another or for other purposes should make early and season•
able application for the same. No such statement will be made out dur·
ing the busy periods of examination and registration. One transcript of
record will be issued without charge. A fee of one dollar is required for
each additional copy.

COUNSELING SERVICE
Informal cooperation and personal attention mark the relations of
faculty members of the College with students. Students are urged to
avail themselves of the opportunities to discuss their class work, their
programs of study and other problems with their instructors in the
classrooms, about the campus, or in faculty rooms and offices.
At entrance each Freshman is assigned to a class adviser. Assign·
ments are made on the basis of courses of study, vocational choices
and personal interests. Students of all other classes will select their
advisers. At times announced to the students, conferences are to be
held with advisers. Mid•semester grades and semester grades are issued
to the students through the class advisers. Students are free to consult
with their advisers Cl ncerning their studies, employment, vocational
choices, and the more personal problems of health, social life, and
character and personality development.
Students may consult with the Dean of the College at any time.
Department heads counsel m matters of studies the upper·division stu•
dents majoring in their respective department.
,.
In addition to the counseling facilities described above, a Student
Counselor for personal matters is available to the students.
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DEGREES AND REQUIR

iENTS

DEGRBBS
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year, or at the latest by the end of the Sophomore year, each student
must elect a field of concentration around which most of the work ol
the upper divis1on will center. The field of concentration consists of a
major chosen with the approval of the Chairman of the Division con·
cerned, and a group of related courses to support and strengthen the
major field of study. The field of concentration must include 30 sem•
ester hours of upper•division work, 18 hours to be given to the major
subject and 12 hours to the related courses. Upper division courses
paaaed with a grade of "D" will not be accepted io fulfillment of the
concentration requirements.
Candidates for the A.B. Degree must complete 16 semester houn
of atrictly collegiate Latin.
All Catholic students must take Theology 145, Catholic Marriage,
during either their Junior or Senior year.

THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY
To afford an opportunity to students wishing to continue their work
in chemistry, either in graduate studies and research, or in industrial
fields, Regis offers the curriculum leading to the degree of Bachelor of
Science in Chemistry. This program, which embodies all of the sug·
gestions of the American Chemical Society, is quite distinct from the
liberal arts degree of Bachelor of Science, wherein one may choose
chemistry as his field of concentration. This program, rather than the
one leading to the liberal arts degree, is recommended to all who wish
to enter graduate school for further work in chemistry. For the require•
ments of this degree, consult the program given below, and the more
complete statement of the Chemistry Department.
GRADUATION H ONORS
A candidate for a degree who has made a quality·point average of
l .O graduates cum laude; one who has made an average of 3.5 graduates
magna cum laude; and one who has made an average of 3.8, summa
cum laude.
HONORS COURSES
To permit gifted and industrious students to reali~:.e more fully the
possibilities of upJ?er•division work, a program of guided and independ·
ent study under the name of "Honora Courses" is offered.
The work will be restricted to the student's field of concentration,
and hence may not be undertaken untJ1 the Junior year. A student who
has maintained an average of B in his lower·division work with a
quality·point index 3. 5 in courses prerequisite to his major may make
application to the Committee on Honors Courses for admission to
Honors work during his last two years.
If his application is passed on favorably, he will consult with hia
major advisor and plan the work of the coming semester. A syllabus
in each course in the honors field will make possible the planning of a
specific program. The st\1dent will not be \)bliged to regular class attendance. He reports to his aciviser once a week on the work ac•
complished and plans for the coming weekly period. At the end of
the semester he takes a comprehensive examination in the subject.
A student who successfully completes his work of iodependent
study will receive his bachelor's degree with a special notation for the
•uccessful completion of Honors work.
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JUNIOR
Pmt Sem.,tcr

Second Sem.,ter

Credit Hra.

Credit Hn.

Philosophy 143 ................
Philosophy 141 ................
3
Chemistry 141 f:i 143........
Chemistry 140 & 142........
S
Ger man 2 ..........................
German 1 ..........................
4
Theology ..........................
2
1956-57 and even years
Chemistry 161 ··············2
Chemistry 162 ................. .
Theology ..........................
2
Theology 145 ................... .
1955-56 and odd years
Chemistry 130 ..................
4
Chemistry 131 ................. .

3
S
-4

2
2

SENIOR
Philosophy 12S ................
3
Philosophy 126 ..............•.
German 3 ..........................
3
German 4 ...............•..........
Chemistry 144 ..................
3
Chemistry 14S ..................
Phys. or Math....................
3
Phys. or Math....................
1955-56 and odd years
Chemistry 130 ··············4
Chemistry 131 ..................
1956-57 and even years
Chemistry 161 ..................
2
Chemistry 162 ..................
Theology ···················-·····
2
Theology 145 ....................

!
3
2
3
-4

2
2

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE-Natural Science Major
(Liberal Arts Degree)
(Note: Candidates for the Bachelor o f Science degree, who arc also
preparing to enter medical school, should follow the four•year program
suggested for Premedics.)

English 1
Mathematics 1 or 11
•Science
tHistory 13
Orientation l2
Physical Education

FRESHMAN
English 2
3
Mathematics 11, 3 1, or 40
3
•Science
4
tHistory 14
3
Theology 3 ....................... .
2
Physical Education
1
Speech 1

SOPHOMORE
English81
English 80
3
German 2 ..........................
German 1 ..........................
4
Theology 20 ......................
Theology 10 ......................
2
Philosophy 1
Major or Minor
Major or Minor
Prerequisites
6-8
Prerequisites

3
3
4
3
2

1
2

3
-4

2
3
+-6

JUNIO R
Philosophy 143 ................
3
Philosophy 141 ................
3
German 4 ..........................
3
German 3 ..........................
3
Major or Minor Electives 10-1 '2
Major or Minor Electives 10-12

- H-

SENIOR
Firat Semuter

Second Semeatcr

Credit Hn.

Philosophy 12 5
Major or Minor Electives

3

1~12

Crtdat Hn

Philosophy 126
J
Theology 145 ···········-·······
2
Major or Minor Electi\·~ 8-10

•Majora in Chemiatry, Bioi~J. or Pb,ala abould rec11tcr for tbe 6nt JUt ...,..
an their rapc:ctive lield; Matbematla majora abould take Pb,alca.
tBiol~ majora abould rel[iater (or Chemlatr, I and l in their 6nt JUt illlcul
of for Hlator, 13 and H; the Hlator, abould then be taken dunn& the Sopbomorc Of
Junior JUr.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
ENGLISH, HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY, SOCIOLOGY
English 1.............. .
History 13 ........................ .
Mathematics or Science
Modern Language
Physical Education
Orientation 3 2
English 80
Sociology or Pol. Sci.
Modern Language .
Expression .... .. .. .. ...
Electives ... . . .. .. ..........
Theology 10 ......................

FRESHMAN
3
English 2
3
History 14
3
Mathematics or Science
4
Modern Language
1
Physical Education
2
Theology 3 ······- ·············
SOPHOMORE
3
English 81
I
3
Sociology or Pol. Sea.
l
3
Modern Language
l
2
Philosophy 1
l
~
Theology 20 ...... ··-···········
2
2
Elective
l-3

Philosophy 141 ............... .
Major and minor electives

JUNIOR
3
Philosophy 143 ................
12
Major and minor electives

I
12

Philosophy 125 ..
Major and minor electives

SENIOR
3
Philosophy 126
11
Major and minor electivu

l
11

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE-Commerce Major
ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Accounting Principles
Mathematics of

Ec~~~~~~1f~sto·ry··············
Freshman English
Orientation 32
Speech 1 ........
· · ·
Physical Educati~~--- ··:··:·:··

FRESHMAN
3
.Accounting Principle•
Mathematics of
I
Accounting
3
Economic Resources
3
Preahman English
2

2

1

~~;~i~~'YE~~~ti~~--···········
Sociology or Pol. Sci.
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l
l
l

2
I
l

SOPHOMORE
Credit Hn.

Farat Semater

Intermediate Accounting
*Ba<ic Accounting Review
Principles of Economics
Survey, English Literature
Survey, Western
Civili:.ation ....................
Organiting, Financing
Business
.
Theology 10 ......................

3
1
3
3
3
3
2

Second &muter

Credit Hro.

Advanced Accounting
*Work Sheets,
Consolidations
Survey, English Lite rature
Principles of Economics
Survey, Western
Civili:.ation
.
Theology 20 ...............-.....
Logic
.. .. ..........

3
l
3
3

3
l
3

•Recommended Supplementary Accounting Cour1co.

ACCOUNTING CURRICULUM
Philosophy 141 .............. ..
Cost Accounting
...
Government Accounting
Business Law
.
Accounting Systems
*Electives

C.P.A. Review Problems
Income Tax Accounting
Auditing
General Ethics .
Catholic Marriage
*Electives
.....

JUNIOR
Philosophy 143 .............. ..
3
Cost Accounting
...
2
Budgetary Accounting
l
Business Law
3
Financial Statements
2
Electives
5
SENIOR
C.P.A. Review Problems
l
Income Tax Accounting
l
Auditing
2
Applied Ethics
3
Electives
2

3
l

l
3
l
5

l
l
l
3
7

6

Either junior or Senior elective• must include. one courte in Enelilb.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Philosophy 141 ............... .
Business Law ..
Marketing
............. .
*Electives
.. .. .. ........ ..

Investments
General Ethics
Catholic Marriage
Corporation Finance
*Electives

JUNIOR
Philosophy 143 ............... .
3
Sales Management
3
Industrial Management
3
Business Law
8
*Electives
SENIOR
Personnel Management
3
Applied Ethics
3
Business Management
2
and Control
3
*Electives
8

3
3
3
3

5

3
3

3
8

•Elective hour• mu1t he wed to build a related minor in either l!conomfco or

Accounting ( 12 bouu) , After ..ti1fyina rhi1 req~irement other hour• c1n he taken fo
Butineu Adminiatration, Accountina or Econom1ca.
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE WITH
DIVISIONAL MAJOR

DIVISIONAL MAJOR IN NATURAL SCIENCES
In order to permtt a student who is intcre ted in natural ~encn
to broaden the scope of his scient1fic knowledge, the College offers the
inter-departmental Major in Natural Science Instead of the traditional
major and related work, the MaJor m Natural Science! consists ol
thirty hours of advanced courses cho~en from at Jea~t three of the fol·
lowing departments: Chemistry, Biology, Phy•ics, Mathematic:~, and
Psychology. A minimum of SIX hours muH be taken in each ol thm
departments and not more than fifteen h our! from one department
may be credited toward this major. All cour ea offered for the major
must be passed at "C" grade or better. All atudents receiving this
degree are required to take the comprehen ive examinations durin&
t heir senior year. Besides the MaJor m Natural Sciences, the student
must complete an unrelated minor in •orne non•acience field.

DIVISIONAL MAJOR IN OTHER FIELDS
The same requirements hold for this 01vi•ional Major as for the
Natural Science Major. For this maJOr allo"rance is made for crOSI'
overs from one division to another for the required number of houn
for the area of concentration. Not more than 1 S hours from any one
department may be credited towards this degree and a minimum ol
six hours from a department. Those cour~e• offered towards the Divi·
sional Major must be passed with a grade of C or better. All students
r~ceiving. this degree must pass succe -fully comprehensive uamina•
t10ns dunng their senior year.

COURSES PRELIMINARY TO PROFESSIONAL
STUDIES

GBNBRAL STATEMENT
Students who intend to pursue professional studies after com•
pleting the required collegiate work are urged to take a course lead·
ing to a Bachelor's degree. Schools of law and medicine have increased
their entrance requirements, so that a longer period of collegiate prep•
aration is necessary. A Catholic professional man will need to have
atudied Philosophy from the Catholic viewpoint.
The entrance requirements for admission to the curricula pre•
paratory to professional studies are the same as those required for ad•
miuion to the degree curricula.

DBNTISTR.Y
By a ruling of the American Association of Dental Schools, all
students matriculating in the Dental Schools of the United States and
Canada as regular students are required to present for admission sixty
semester hours of college credits (the credits being earned in specific
subjects), to be followed by four years in the Dental School.
The program outlined below includes all the recommendations of
the American Association of Dental Schools and the specific require•
ments of the College. All students who apply for admission to a School
of Dentistry must present among the minimum sixty semester hours of
credit the following: six semester hours each of English, Biology or
Zoology, and Physics, and twelve semester hours of Chemistry, includ•
ing an approved course in Organic Chemistry.
The following arrangement of courses is recommended:
FRESHMAN
Pint Semuter

Credit Hn.

Biology 1 ..........................
,.
Chemistry 1 ......................
,.
English 1 ..........................
,.
•Mt 11 or 13 .................... 3 or S
Orientation 32 ..................
2
Physical Educ. ..................
1

Physics 1 ..........................
••History 13 ....................
••sociology 1 .................. ..
Theology 10 ......................
Chemistry 148 ..................

Second Semuter

Credit Hra.
'f

Biology S ..........................
Chemistry 2 ......................
English 2 ..........................
*Mt 31 or PI 1..................
Physical Educ. 2................
Theology 3 ........................

SOPHOMORE
Physics 2 ......................... .
••History 14 ................... .
3
USociology 2 ................ ..
3
T heology 20 .................... ..
2
••Speech 1 ......................
4
Elective ............................. .

..

~I adviaed

4
3

3

1
2

..3
3

2
2
3

to talr:e Mt. I) rather than Mt. 11 , in tbe aecond aemuter tbe atudent
abould choose another courae in place of Mt. 31. Logic (Pl. I) Ia recommended, but
not required.

••Optional. Courae: it recommended. but not requjred.
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TH E COOPERATIVE ENGINEERING PROGRAM
TYPE O F COURSE
In conjunction with the College of Engmeering at ~arquette Un!·
versity and the Institute of Technology at St. Louts _Um-.:erslty, Reg11
College has insti~uted a cooperat1ve. hberal arts•engmcenng program
destined to prov1de the students w1th the cultural background of a
liberal education as well as the technical engineering traming. Student.!
in this program may receive both the arts degree and an engineering
degree within five years. The first three years will be spent at Regi.!
College, during which time the program outlined below should be
followed. During this time the student must maintain a 2.5 average in
h is total program and not fall below a 2.5 average in his mathematical
and scientific courses. Upon his successful completion of his three
years at Regis, the student will transfer to Marquette UniverSity or St.
Louis University for his final two years. If he continues to maintain
his 2.5 average during his two years of engineering work, be will be
awarded a Bachelor of Science degree by Regis College uron comple·
tion of this program. This degree will vary from the usual Reg1s degree
in that it will have no Major field, strictly so called, but an area of
concentration in Mathematics and Engineering Science. Upon the sue·
cessful completion of this five•year_ program, he will also be awarded
a degree in engineering at either Marquette or St. Louis UmverSJty.
Degrees in Civil, Electrical, Geophysical, Indu trial and Mechanical
Engineering are offered.
Entrance Requirements for the Cooperative Engineering Program:
One and one·half years of Algebra; one year of Plane Geometry; one•
half year of T rigonometry is recommended. The student must be in the
upper half of his high school graduating class.

FRESHMAN
Firat Semeater

Credit Hu.

Mt. 13 ..............................
Chemistry 1 ......................
Eg. Drawing 1 ..................
English 1 ..........................
~~ilo_sofWd 1 ....................
ys1ca
uc. !................
Mt. 51 ............................ ..
Physics 1 ........................ ..
Modern Language 1.. ....... .
Philosophy 14 1 .............. ..
English 80 ...................... ..
Philosophy 125 ............... .
Modern Language 3.. ........
Physics 12 1 .................... ..
Mt. 153 ............................
Theology 10 ....................

~~~t~~ 'i'3"::::::::::::::::::::::::

Second Semencr

S

Credit Hn.

Mt. 14 ............................ 4
Chemistry 2 ........ -...........
3
Descriptive Geom. 10..- 3
English 2 . .......................
3
Theology 3 ........................
1
Speech 1 ............................
SOPHOMORE
4
Mt. 52 ............................ ..
4
Physics 2 ........ _ ..............
4
Modern Language 2 ........
3
English 81 ................. ---3
Physics 120 ....................
J UNIOR
3
Philosophy 126 ...- ........
3
Modern Language 4..........
3
Philosophy 143 --·---·-···3
Theology 145 .. .. . ......
2
History 14 ...... . ...........
2
St. Louis U niversity
3
Physics 110 ....................
Physics 112
Marquette University
Ba. 1A ........... ............
Ec. 6A ............................ ..
-40-

5

~

3
3

z

!

4
~

4
3
3

3
2
2

PRE-ENGINEERING PROGRAM
Students who wish to take pre-engineering at Regis College, but
do not wish to follow the program out-lined on the previous page,
should consult with their advisor for the courses proper to the Uni•
versity to which they intend to transfer. The combined degree is pas•
sible only to those students who transfer to Marquette University or
St. Louis University. Not applicable for any other school.
LAW
The requirements of law schools are not measured by a fixed
standard. H owever, most law schools demand some preparation; prepa•
ration which may be made in a Liberal Arts College by a student fol•
lowing a program which leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science.
The courses leading to the B.S. degree should fit the aspiring student
of law for his specialized study. It is recommended that the prospective
student of law choose the curriculum offered b y the Division of the
Social Sciences and the Division of Philosophy. H owever, in certain
cases it may be advantageous for some pre•legal students to follow the
alternative program offered by the Division of Commerce and Finance.
MEDIONE
The minimum requirement for admission to medical schools ia
ninety semester hours of collegiate work, or a three•year program. It is
better to plan at least a three-year program including Chemistry,
Physics, Biology, English Rhetoric, Composition, and Literature, Ger•
man or French.

tMinimum Subject Requirements. The credits submitted must
ordinarily include the stated number of credit hours in certain specified
subjects as follows:
a. English .. . .
. ... ... .. .... ..... .......... .... .. 6 hours
b. General Inorganic Chemistry.............................. 8 hours
c. Organic Chemistry ... ..... .... . ....
.. -4 hours
d. Biology
. ......... . . .... ... ...... . . . .
8 houra
e. Physics
.. . . .. . ........ .... .
8 hours

f. Additional credit in subjects other than physical
and biological sciences, at least . .

.. .

12 hours

g. Additional college credits to total 90 semester hours.
l!ach Medical School II fru to Kt ltl own entrance requfrelllentl. The ...,..
liatt are the more common. A protpe.etlvc applicanr abould asccrufn well in advance
whot ore the r<quirem<nto of the achool to which he intench to apply .. Tboae. who
opply for admiuion to the University of Colorado Medical Schc;><>l about~ 10 partJ<ular
note the requi rement of 4 bouu of apeech and l hours of phya1cal chem•atry.

J
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FRESHMAN
F1rat Semeater

Second Semeater

Credit Hra.

English 1 ..........................
*Chemistry 1 ....................

3
4

~!~~he~~ti~~-"i"i·-~~--i·3·~~ 3 or 1

Orientation 3 2 ..................
Physical Education ..........

2
1

Credit Hra.

English 2 ..........................
Chemistry 2 ····················Biology S ···············- ·······••Mathematics 31 ............
Theology 3 ......................
Physical Education ............

3
4
4
3
l
I

SOPHOMORE
Chemistry 13 ................... .
Physics 1 ............................
History 13 ....................... .
Sociology 1 ..................... .
Philosophy 1 ....................

Chemistry 14 ....................
Physics 2 ..........................
History 14 ........................
Sociology 2 ....................... .
Speech 1 ............................
Theology ..........................

4
4
3
3
3

4
4
3

3
l
l

JUNIOR
Chemistry 140 and 142......
Biology 101 ..................
Philosophy 141 ................
German 1 ..........................

s
s

Chemistry 141 and 143 ....
Biology 110 ··················-·
Philosophy 143 ................
•••German l ....................

3
4

s
s

3
4

SENIOR
Philosophy 125 ................
German 3 ..........................
English 80 ........................
Psychology ........................
Biolo~y 141 ......................
Theo ogy .... ..................... .

Philosop hy 126 ................
German 4 ....•...........•.........
English 8 1 ........................
Psychology ........................
Chemistry 13 5 ..................
Theology 145 ..................

3
3
3
3
3
2

3

3
3
3
3
l

• S tudent• weak in mathematics are adviaed to take Ch. 1 in eopbomore yur, 1.Dd
to take aociology in its place in Freahman year.

••Studenu advised to take Math. 13 rather than Math. II durinc the hr1t oemattr
are not to take Math. ll in the second semeoter, but ahould take Loci< (Pl. I) instud.
Enalioh 80 ohould then take the place of Loaic m the Itt aemater ol Sophomore year.
••_•Studenu who mull have Chem. IH by the end of Junior year ahould rep.t&r
for II tn. plac_e of German 2. Those go ina to Univeroity of Colorodo Medtcal School
after the1r tb~rd year obould also take two more bouro ol apeecb to&etber wttb Chem.
I H.

In the above schedule, requirements for entrance into Medical
School are complete at the end of three years, and if an applicant ~
accepted_ by a medical school at that time, be may Jhen discontinue ba
pre•medtcal program. The fourth year, although optional, is strongly
encouraged by most medical schools.
A student who completes the above four-~ear program is eligible
for the BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE inasmuch as he shall
have complete~ upper ~ivision hours in Biolog~. Chemistry1 and Psy·
ch?logy to sattsfy requtrements for the Divisional Major tn Natural
Science.
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COURSES OF INSTRUCI10N
For administrative purposes the courses have been arranged with·

in divisiona, and these divisions have been subdivided into depa~

mentl. The following is the list of the divisions and their directon,
the departments and department heads.
COMMBRCB AND FINANCE-Father Ryan
Accounting, Father Ryan
Business Administration, Mr. Coyne
Economics, Father Wintergalen
THE HUMANITffiS-Father Stauffen
Classical Languages and Literature, Father Jolin
English Language and Literature, Father Stauffen
Modern Language and Literature, Father Quirk
NATURAL SCIBNCB AND MATimMATICS-Father Downey
Biology, Father Trame
Chemistry, Father Tipton
Mathematics, Father Daly
Phyaica, Father Downey

THE SOCIAL SCIENCES-Father Stansell
Education, Mr. Van Valkenburg
History, Father Stansell
Sociology, Father Faherty
PHILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGY AND THEOLOGY- Fr. Bonnet
Philosophy, Father Bonnet
Psychology, Father Walsh
Theology, Father Gross
Objectives of Lower Division Coune.t
The Lower Division Courses are numbered 1·99 and are courses
intended for Freshmen and Sophomores. The objective of these courses
is to furnish general education ; and to enable the student to lay the
proper foundations and to acquire the tools, skills, and attitudes neces•
sary for success in the Upper Division Courses which are to follow.
Objectives of the Upper Division Courses
The Upper Division Courses are numbered 100·199 and are courses
intended for Juniors and Seniors. The objectives of these courses are
s~mmarited at the beginning of each department's Courses of lnstruc•
bon listed in the latter portion of this catalogue.
The whole approach, method, and content of Upper Division
Cou~ is suited to the capacities of the more mature ~~~ent. Em•
pham 15 placed on the training which comes from self·acbVJty, .san.ely
mdependent 'll:ork, thinking, penetration, and the use and organuatlon
of existing materials.
When a course with the same content is given as a two semester
hour instead of a three semester hour course, a capital "A" ~ollowa the
course number in the printed schedules and offiCial transcnpta; w~en
a two semester hour course is extended to three semester hours a capital
~x" followa the course number.
Unless otherwise specified, the Concentration Major v.?" co~ailt
of 1~ semester houra of upper·division work. The Concentration Minor
con111t1 of 12 houra of upper•diviaion couraea.
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DIVISION OF COMMERCE AND FINANCE
The objective of the Division of Commerce and Finance is to cn•
able the student to prepare himself vocationally, culturally, and mon.lly
to take active and intelligent part in the execution and control of tht
business function in human endeavors.

ACCOUNTING
OBJECTIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT
The objective of the courses in Accounting is to enable the studcnt
to possess definite knowledge of accounting principles and procedure of
recording business progressions and retrogressions so that, at least by
the end of his senior year, he can attain that grasp of business method
that is expected of capable beginners in public or private accounting,
that breadth and depth of growth that will beat fit him to enter the
fields of business and rise to executive responsibilities, that creative
maturity expected of candidates for admission to graduate acboolJ of
business administration.

PREREQUISITES FOR CONCENTRATION MAJOR
ACCOUNTING 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11

THE FIELD OF CONCENTRATION
The field of concentration must include 30 credit hours of courses
numbered 100·199, 18 hours to be given to Accounting and 12 houn
to Business Administration and/or Economics Courses must be chOW!
with the counsel of the concentration adviser."
1. Accounting Principles (3),
The purpose of debit and credit, use of books of original
entry including multi•column journals and controlling ac•
coun~, principles un~erlying accounting for sole proerie·
~orships •. the preparatiOn of statements, closing and adjust•
mg entr1es. Numerous illustrative problems. A practice set
Offered annually.
2. Accounting Principlea (3).
A study of ~he more involved procedures in accounting ~or
the transactions of partnerships and corporations, inclu~i
those of manufacturing companies. Numerous illustranve
problems. Two practice sets. Prerequisite: Accounting I.
Offered annually.

3. Mathematics of Accounting (3).
Short methods for the accountant· commercial discounts;
bank discount; partial payment; business insurance; payroll;
averag:e; storage; inventories; gross profit computa~ont;
analysiS of ~tatements; partnerships; goodwill; busmeu
finance; public finance and taxation. Offered annually.

4. Mathematia of Accounting (3).
Algebra; equations; logarithms; graphs; index numbera·
progression; foreign exchange; annuities; bonds; bond
terest;. asset valuation_; b~ding and l?~n associations; per•
mutatiOns and combmabons; probability; probability and
mortality; life annuities; net premiums; life insurance poli·
cies. Offered annually.

in:

9. Basic Accounting Procedures (1).

This is a companion course which may well be carried to·
gether ~ith A~ 1~. It consists of a rapid review of accepted
accountmg. p r~naples, a study of accounting procedures,
and exerc~se m the preparation of basic financial state•
menu. Prerequisite: Ac 2. Offered annually.
10. Intermediate Accounting (3).

A somewhat comprehensive study of the current and non•
current assets, liabilities, and proprietorship; errors and
their correction ; statements from incomplete data; state•
ment analysis; statement of application of funds; introduc•
tion to cost accounting. Prerequisite: Ac 2. Offered annually.
11. Advanced Accounting (3).
Special applications of accounting principles to partner•
ships, joint ventures, installment sales, consignments, agency,
branch. An introduction to corporate combination and con·
solidated statements. The statement of affairs. Accounting
for estates and trusts. An introduction to accounting for
governmental units. Actuarial Science. Prerequisite: Ac 2.
Offered annually.
12. Work Sheet Variations; Consolidations; Receiverships (2).

This is a companion course which may well be carried to•
gether with Ac 11. Attention is paid to contemporary pro•
fessiona l accounting practice and to accounting for large
corporate enterprises. Prerequisite: Ac 2. Offered annually.
120. Factory Cost Accounting (2).

The nature of cost accounting; departmental accounting;
unit costs; process costs; specific order costs; materi~l ~ost
and valuation; labor cost; manufacturing expense; ~1stnbu·
tion of service costs; factory burden; monthly. c:Josmg en•
tries; analytical financial statements. Prerequ1s1te or co•
reqwsite: Accounting 10, 11. Offered annually.
121. Advanced Cost Accounting (2).

Cost estimates and estimating cost systems; the budg.r:t ~nd
cost control· standard costs· variances; control of distnbu·
tion cost; j~int products, by•products, a?d associated sub·
jects; specialized cost treatments; graphic charts; rep~rts;
cost and volume production; capacity costsi .cost relatlo~·
ships; uniform methods; advantages for aud1tmg. Prereqw•
site; Accounting 120. Offered annually.
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122. Budgetary Accounting and Procedure (2).
The nature and scope of budgets. Budgeting sales, production, materials, purchases, labor, manufacturing expense,
cost of goods sold, distribution expenses, administrative ex•
penses, and cash. Estimated financial statements; compuison of performance with budget; comparison of actual with
estimated balance sheet. Enforcing the budget. Prerequi•
site; Accounting 120. Offered annually.
12~. Analysis of Financial Statements (2).

Analysis and interpretation of statements and reports ren·
dered for use by executives in control of business opera·
tions. Prerequisites: Accounting 10, 11. Offered annually.
130a. Auditing Principle~~ and Practice (2).
Introduction to auditing; purpose and preparation of audit·
ing working papers. Verification of asset values. Prerequi·
site: Accounting 10, 11. Offered annually.
130b. Auditing Principles and Practice (2).
Verification of liabilities, expense and income. Preparation
of pertinent workjng papers. Preparation of the auditor'•
report and certified statement. P rerequisite: Accounting 10,
11. Offered annually.
133. Income Tax Accounting (2).
A study of the basis and application of the present federal
laws concerning income ta:x as applied to individuals. Prerequisite: Accounting 10, 11. Offered annually.
134. Income Tax Accounting (2).
A study of the present federal laws concerning income tu
as applied to corporations and trusts. Other forms of fe~~rtl
taxes, such as social security, estate, and gift. PrereqUISite:
Accounting 10, 11. Offered annually.
135. Accounting Systems (2).

A .stll;dy of various types of accounting systems and of ~e
pnnoples of system installment. Prerequisite: Accountllll
10, 11. Offered annually.

136. C. P. A. Problems (2).
Pr~bl~s and questions selected from actual C. P. A.. elf'
ammabons. A thorough drill in the methodical analySIS 0
comp.le:x problems and in the preparation of the ne~
working. ~apers and statements required in their solutJ~DJ.
Prereqwstte: Eighteen semester houn of Accountllll·
Offered annually.
H7. C.P.A. Problems (2).
Pr~ble.J?ls and questions selected from actual C. P. A.. es·
ammab~n_s to present a review of the field of Accoun~l·
Prerequwte: Eighteen semester hours of Accounnnl
Offered annually.
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140. Governmental Accounting {2).
Funds; expendable revenue funds; budget; budgetary ac·
counts; revenues; expenditures; accounts of the treasury;
fiscal period; bond funds; special assessment funds; trust
and agency funds; working capital funds; utility funds;
ainking funds; fixed assets and liabilities; financial reporta.
Prereuisite: Accounting 10, 11. Offered occasionally.
145. Retail Accounting {2).

A study of problems and accounting methods peculiar to
retail enterprises. Valuation and control of inventories; de·
partmental operations; budgeting; reports. Prerequisite: Ac·
counting 10, 11. Offered annually.
180. Oil Production Accounting (2).
A study of accounting procedures applicable to specific
operations involved in the discovery and production of
crude oil; accounting for investments, revenues and ex•
penses of crude oil producers. Prerequisite : Ac. 10, 11.
Offered occasionally.
199. Special Study.
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BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
OBJECTIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT
The object of the courses in Business Administration is to prepm
students for effective service in business, and to develop in them hlbltl
of thought that make for continuing growth. Certain definite and
fundamental purposes underlie instructional activities. These may be
described briefly as follows: 1) To develop an appreciation and under•
standing of the human and material factors that make up the subject
matter of business. 2) To give the students the larger knowledge, ilill,
and resourcefulness which constitute a professional college training for
the better opportunities in business. 3) To guide students in the selec•
tion of their business careers, and to aid graduates in the pursuit of
their chosen business objectives.

PREREQUISITES FOR CONCENTRATION MAJOR-BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION I; ACCOUNTING 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11
THE FIElD OF CONCENTRATION
The field of concentration must include 30 credit hours of couna

n1;1mber~d 100·199, 18 hours to be given to Business .Administration

(mcludmg 168, 18 1 and 182) and 12 hours to .Accounting or Economics. Courses must be chose'n with the coun~el of the concentration
adviser.
1. Organizing and Financing Business (3).

A thorough treatment of the fundamentals of business or·
gani~ation, management, and finance. .A course in basic
~usiness finance, which is to be followed by specific coursa
m fi~ance, banking, insurance, investments, and so on.. A
requued course for all majors in Business Administrabon.
Prerequisite: Accounting I, 2 completed or in procesa.
Offered annually.
83-84. Business Law. Contracts; S.1 1cs, Agency, Bailments and Ern·
ployer-Employee (2 hours each semester).
F?:'"!lation of contracts; kinds o f contracts; rights an~ lil
bihttes of buyer and seller in various kinds of sales; nghts
and duties o f agents and principal~; classification of bail·
ments; obligations of haih:es. Two semesters. Offered
annually.
8S-86. Business Law. Partnerships, Corporations, Imurancc, Negoci·
able Instruments and Property (2 hours each semester).
Righ~ of partne~s and creditors against partners. The.ow
P.orat10n; formation; charter and by·laws; forms of s.ock.
~·ghts and liabilities of stockholders, directors, and ~cd·
•tors; dis~olution. Elements of negotiability; various kinds
of negottable instruments; rights and liabilities of maker!:
drawers and indorsers. Real property; personal propertY•
transfer of property. Two semesters. Offered annually.
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110. Acfvertitina Principles (3).
A comprehensive study of advertising methods and prob•
lema: the function of advertising; methods of market analy·
Iii; selection of media; integration of copy, illustration,
type, color, and layout; organillation of the advertising de•
partment and the advertising agency; the advertising prob•
lema of the manufacturer, wholesaler, and retailer. Offered
annually.
111. Advertiting Copy (2).
A. study is made of the function of copy, copy appeals, and
structural principles of copy. Practice is given in writing
manufacturers', retail, and mail order copy. Market and
product analysis are em phasi~ed as the essentials of effec•
tive copy writing. Prerequisite: Ba. 110.
120. Marketing (3).
The purpose of this course is to acquaint students with
diatribution channels, policies, and methods in a variety of
industries engaged in the marketing of consumer's goods
and industrial products. A discussion of the functions of
marketing, competition, and marketing policies. Offered
annually.
123. Principles of Retailing (3).
The organiution and management of retail establishments;
store location, policies, sales systems, control of inventories,
personnel, store publicity and advertising, summaries for
management controls.
12S. Principles of Salesmanslllp (3).
An effective course to meet the growing demand for a•
pert training in this field. Emphasis is given to selling
methods and techniques; planning the sales presentation;
opening the sale; meeting objections; closing the sale. At•
tention is given to the various types of selling and to the
opportunities existing in salesmanship aa a profeuion.
127. Sales Management (3).
The purpose of this course is to give a broad view of the
important phases of sales administration, planning, and exe•
cution, as applied to manufacturers and wholesalers. Of·
fered annually.
130. Corporation Finance (3).
Administrative and managerial problems of financing bua.l•
ness and industrial companies; promotion, corporate struc•
ture; sources of bed capital; expansion; distribution . of
earnings; reorganuation; social aspect of corporatlon
finance.
133. Investing for Profit (2).
.
American corporate enterprise- fundamental notions of
sharing in ownership of shares in industry. Bonds, stocks,
other investment instruments. How money is made (and
lost) in the stock market. Investing for income and. app~e·
ciation. Forecasting the market. How to read the fmanc1al
page and interpret corporation financial reports. Book
values, market values, and investment ~alues of stocks.
No prerequisite. Offered annually. Evenmg classes only.
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134. Fundamentals of Investments (3). &une as Ec. 134.
Principles underlying the making of safe investments; the
need for constant supervision; investment instruments; sc·
curity analysis; forecasting the market; the business cycle
and investment values. Prerequisite: Ba. I. Offered an·
nually.
137. Credit and Collections (2).
Topics presented include : the nature and function of mer·
cantile credit; sources of credit information; financial anal·
ysis; credit limits ; methods of collections; and the legal
aspect of credit extension.
140. Fundamentals of Insurance (3).
A practical approach to the field of insurance, including
historical, social and economic influences, with a brief
survey of coverages available to the average businessman.
141. Advanced Insurance (3).
A study of the various policies 10 Fire. Marine, Casualty,
and Life Insurance to enable an insurance buyer to properly
set up an adequate insurance program.
150. Principles of Transportation (3).
A study of present·day transportation- rail, water, motOr,
and air-both as separate services and as parts of a coordinated system; a consideration of transportation services,
facilities, rates, routes, management methods, and govern•
mental regulatio n.
155. Traffic Management (3).
The study of the fundamentals of freight rates, the c~n·
s~ruction o f tariffs, and the p rocedure of rate•making. Pnn·
c1ples and practices of industrial traffic management m·
eluding the organiz.ation and operation of the traffic de·
partment, shipping documents and rate adjustment procedure.

160. Office Management (3).
A study of the functions of the various office departroe~ts
and their organiz.ation; the selection and training of ofhct
person~el; office planning and layout; selection and care
of off1ce supplies, equipment and appliances; and other
related problems.
162. Managing Small Business (2).
This course will emphasize fundamental factors concern~
with the establishment and competent operation of SIIW'
?~siness, including- financing and ~ources of funds; org~·
IZ.tng the business and establishment of policies; factors 1D
business success; and the future outlook of small busintsS
165. Industrial Management (3).
.
An intensive survey of modern practices and techDlques
throu~~ which sound management principles of p~annm&~
orgamz.mg and controlling may be applied effectively. t
the manufacturing activities of an industrial enterprut-

168. Busi.ness Policies and Management (3).

An analysis and appraisal of the objectives and functions
of a bu5iness enterprise, and a thorough basic treatment of
the fundamental principles of internal business planning,
organi~ing, and controlling. To illustrate the practical ap•
plication of the principles discussed in classroom sessions,
visits will be made to various Denver industrial and busi•
ness houses. A required course for students majoring in
Business Administration. Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Offered annually.
170. Personnel Management (3).

The managerial implications of human relations in business;
principles and practices of employee selection and training;
organintion and functions of a personnel department.
Offered annually.
171. Psychological Aspects of Person.n el Management (2).

This course expands on certain psychological aspects of
personnel management covered in Ba 170. Such areas as
selection; employment and counseling tests; placement
techniques; and personnel services and their affect on
morale. Prerequisite: Ba 170 or equivalent.
174. Job Analysis and Evaluation (2).

Timely for those engaged in or considering personnel
management in either public or private enterprise. The
course will outline the known methods of job classification
and will concentrate on the system used by the federal
government.
178. Public Administration (2).

The essential phases of government management, including
personnel, fiscal, legal and public relations. Special c~n·
sideration is given to the federal government to acquamt
the student with the wide variety of functions in which
there are career opportunities in administration.
181. ButilleSII

Law (3).

An introduction to the study of law and its administration.
Topics covered include: branches of the law; tribunals for
admini,tering justice; bringing an action; the trial of the
issue; the law of contracts; principal and agent; employer
and employee; negotiable instruments. A required course
for students majoring in Business Administration. Offered
annually.
182. Businea

Law (3).

A study of the law applicable to prin~pal deb~or and
surety; insurer and insured; bailor and ba~lee; _e arners and
shippers, passengers; vendor and vendee; relation of part•
nership; corporation and stockholders; proper~; mort~agor
and mortgagee; landlord and tenant; torts; _busme~ cnmes.
A required course for students majoring '!' . Bus1!'ess Ad·
ministration. Prerequisite: Business Admmtstratton 181.
Offered annually.
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187. C.P.A. Law Review (2).
A concentrated review of Business Law with particulu
emphasis on preparation for the C. P. A. examination.
Questions and cases used in past examinations are analy~ed
thoroughly, so that method of approach required by the
examination can be acquired by the candidate. Prerequi5itt:
Ba. 181 and 182, or equivalent. Offered annually.

190. (Ed. 1S2CS) Methods of Teaching Commercial Subjects (2).

A study of obJectives, techniques, procedures, and ,ki)!J in
the teaching of bookkeeping, and other commercial subjects. The subject matter includes an evaluation of the
various approaches to the teaching of commercial subjecta,
the essential classroom equjpment, and the rela6on of com•
mercia) subjects to other subjects taught in the secondary
school. Prerequisite: Senior standing with a major in bwi•
nus Administration, and Ed. 1 51.
199. Special Scudy.
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ECONOMICS
OB]ECI1VES OF THB DEPARTMENT
Economic conditions are considered in a step•by·step analysis of
many economic forces and institutions as they endure through a mue
of laws, of practices, and of controls, by all sorts of groups. Economic
analysis through several depressions and two World Wars is now en•
riched in all these areas: labor problems, pricing and marketing hazards,
credit and monetary controls, fiscal policy, industrial enterprise and its
regulation by government, and cyclical fluctuations in employment and
national income. No solution today resolves tomorrow's complications,
but he who joins experience to study finds that the only economic
forces enduring full and free are those asserting community along with
personal welfare.
". . . No solution today resolves tomorrow's complications, but
from study and experience we find those economic forces most certain
to endure where they assert community along with personal welfare."

PREREQUISITES FOR CONCENTRATION MAJOR
ECONOMICS 5, 6, 50, 60, Ac 1 and 2, Ba 1
Prerequisite for Econ. Minor: Ec. 5, 6.

TilE FIELD OF CONCENTRATION
The field of concentration must include 30 credit hours of counea
numbered 100·199, 18 hours to be given to Economics including Ec
122, 123 (same as Ba 123), 140, 170 and 12 hours to Accounting,
Business Administration, or Social Sciences. Courses must be chosen
With the counsel of the concentratiOn adviser.
5. Principles of Economics and Economic Problems (3).
Introduction to economic analysis; nature and .~otives of
business enterprise; costs and prices in competltlve enter•
prise; costs and prices in competitive and restricted mar.ket
conditions· consumer demand and satisfaction within pnce•
areas. The income•incentive for labor and for capital.
Basic principles of social justice in labor relations. The
claims for land-use and resource-use are noted. Monopoly
problems. Offered annually.
6. Principles of Economics and Economic Problems (3).

Institutional aspects of our economy m~nifest problema
beyond simple analysis. Money, bank credtt, bankmg, mar•
keting of securities, short•term financing. ~onetary stand·
ards and theories of money•values. Cycltcal and. unem:·
ployment problems. Government aids and controls m bu~t·
ness, its fiscal program, its social security plans, an.d Its
foreign trade are briefly treated. Prerequisite: Economtcs 'J.
Offered annually.
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SO. Economic H.Utory of the U.S. (3).
A study of the five chief epochs of the economic development in the United States; the nation as part of the old·
world system; early agricultural era; transitions in trade
and transportation after the Civil War; origins of big bwiness and industrialism ; world markets and commercWism;
American eminence, and responsibility in aeeking economic
balance between nations. Offered annually.

60. Economic Resource. (3).
With emphasis on power and fuel resources, the United
States industrial output is noted in mmerals, metals, mew
products, chemicals, forest, and agricultural products. Our
place in world·trade and in financing foreign resources.
Conservation and new derivatives through research is 1ten;
need of world•trade is appreciated. Ofl'ered annually.
108. Economic Theory (3).
The course is designed to g1ve the mature atudent a better
grasp of economic analysis with apecial reference to value,
distnbution, and sooal control. Attention is paid to the
development of economic thought, but emphuis is placed
on current trends in economic theory. Prerequisite: Economics 5, 6.
110. History of Economic Thought (3).
A study o f the works and principal theories of the indi·
viduals and schools of econom1c thought as represented by
the ancient, med1eval, and modern economi5ts in regard to
rise an~ development o f mercantilism, capitalis~, socioeconomic movements, mterest, money, value, pnce, em·
ployment and distribution.

122. Money and Banking (3).
A study of the nature and functtons of money and credit,
of monetary standards, bank currency, and cred1t instrU·
ments. An understandin~t of the variety and growth of
banking functions· the control over banks through Federal
Reserve regulatio~s; the Treasury and pressures on int~rest
rates; investment needs and our accelerated gross nauonal
product.
131. Economics of American Industry (3).
Survey of maJor manufacturing and •ervicing mdustriu. in
the U .S. With regard to market controls, merger tend~oes.
and pricing policie~. Dominance over national or sec:tlonJI
cons':mer·areas a< achieved through innovati_on, new·4
0
creat1on, and ta•te·elic1tation . The impact and mfe.rences .
cons~mer credit. The indu•trial a«ociation and Its poli1
making ; the indu<trial favoritism of tariffs, trade laws an
franchise -grants. For "small bu~ine•s'' and small consumtrl
respectful word·homage.
134. Fundamental of Investments (3). (S•une ..u Ba. 134).
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140. Labor Problems (3).

The American labor force and its productiveness ia aur·
veyed. Need of a living wage and of healthy working con•
ditiona. Union organitation and its bargaining power un•
der modern labor law. Regulation of wages and hours.
Union versus management claims; labor disputes and their
conclusions. Incentives which assure good relations. Labor'•
security against old age, unemployment and disability.
142. ffutory of the Labor Movement (3).

Guilds. Domestic systems. Worker's place in England'•
industrial revolution. Suppression of trade•unions; factory
laws in the nineteenth century. Employers' organiutiona
versus labor organitations. Status of woman, child, and
man before the courts. Knights of Labor. APL. CIO.
New Deal legislation. NLRB. To be offered occasionally.
14.5. Labor Problems and Labor Laws (3).

Development of labor legislation. The state's police power
extended to child labor and women; labor conditions and
wages made matter of public concern. The obectives of
organited labor and of employers' associations; a survey of
federal laws that affect labor organitation and industrial
conflict. A study is made of the needs of social security
and the effectiveness of present social security laws.

m.

Public F'mance (3).
A study of public revenues, their nature and classification;
theories and principles of taxation; the shifting and inci•
dence of taxes; income, inheritance, sales, general property
and business taxes; the classification, fl otation, conversion,
fundin g and redemption of public debts.

152. Government and the American Economy (3).

The Government's major responsibilities in directing and
safeguarding the American economic life shows itself in
measures aimed at ending management·labor co~flict, a!ld
at stabiliting farm income, as well as granting socJa! secunty
to wage·earners. Attempts at measures for full emp!oyment,
housing, and balanced opportunities for small bu~mess are
evaluated, as well as the extensions of social secunty where
private business now functions. The European Recovery
Program demonstrates our international economic interests,
along with trade promotion, trade financing, and currency
stabilitation.
161. Business Cycle. ( 3).

Economic fluctuations as related to progress; historical rec·
ord and measurement of business cycles. Pattern of pros•
perity and depression. Conditions and ~uses of a~ch
change. Overinvestment; capital an~ cred1t acce~eratJo~;
gauging markets and price•cost relatJons. Keynes mulb·
plier and Schumpeter's innovation analy~is. Monetary con•
trois; job and output stimulation; inflat1on controls.
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170. Introductory Statistics (3).

Gathering, presentation, and analyail of atati&tical mfor•
mation; tables, graphs, and chart presentation; the fr~
quency distribution and measurement of its central tendency
and dispersion; the analysis of time series and the sea•oncl
index. Offered annually. Required for majon.
171. Statistic. (3).
A continuation of Ec. 170. Index numbers studied as to ac•
curacy and comparability; special analysis of major bu5int!5
indexes now in use. Simple correlation is analyzed and
exemplified; multiple correlation ; certain forecasting pro·
cedures in business.
175. Graphic Business Statistia (2). (Bvenin& School)
The use of graphic materials and devices to present busineas
data. The analysis of extensive data through tables; vilual
demonstration through bar charts, pie-charts and curvtl.
Simplification through pictographs and figures. Special
purpose curves to render comparisons and calculations.
Rate·of·change charts in stressing relative values, and align·
ment charts in reckoning several functions. Financial sta~·
ments as aided by graphic reporting. Personnel and public
relations as aided by graphic information.
199. Special Study. Thesi&

OBJECilVES O F THE DIVISION OF THE HUMANITIES
The Division of the Humanities includes the Departments of
Classical Languages and Literature, English Language and Literature,
Modern Languages, Speech, Art and Music. It provides courses of in•
struction intended primarily for the cultural development of the student,
through contact with the culture of the past and present, since languages
and literature are held fit instruments for intellectual and moral develop•
ment and should contribute to the fuller and nobler life of the individual
and of society. For the liberally educated man, a study of the ancient
class1cs is a basis for a better understanding and appreciation of western
civilization, in great part their heritage. The modern literatures, espe•
dally English, are also studied in their perspectives of social, philo•
sophical, and religious movements. Furthermore the practical values of
technical skills and basic communication, through a command of Ian•
guages and their effective expression, are considered essential not only
for personal enjoyment but for leadership.

FINE ARTS

Art 10. Appreciation of Art {3).
Aesthetic principles in estimating art. Survey of wo~ld. ~rt.
A rapid survey of various reriods of art from the Prl'!lltJVe
to the modern. Liturgica art. Symbolism. Empha518 on
study of architecture, sculpture and painting, but includ•
ing pottery, glass, terracottas, and similar forms of art
expression. The course has as its aim to develop an appr~·
ciation of art techniques and qualities as they apply m
contemporary living.

Art 110. Appreciation of Painting (3) .
A general course covering the great periods of the Middle
Ages, Renaissance, and modern times in Eur?p~ and
America, with special emphasis on relation o_f pa10t10g t?
social and religious history. Theory of draw10g, compos1•
tion, and design.
Art 120. Appreciation ol Architecture (3).
Detailed study of architectural achievement in ancient and
modern civilizations includinl! the Far East, Egypt, Greece.
Rome, modern Eur~pe and America.
Art 130, Appreciation of Sculpture (3).
The several periods of sculpture from primitive
through developments and experimentation to. the
of highest attainments. Illustrations from anc1ent
and Rome, Early Christian, Byzantine, Romanesque,
and Modern.
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CLASSICAL LANGUAGES AND UTERATIJRE
OBJECTIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT
Courses in Greek and Latin language and literature are used to
acquaint the students with ancient culture in a way beJitting a hbmlly
educated man. Both the method of expression and the thought content
of the ancient classics are treated thoroughly. The mythology of th~
Greeks and Romans and their philosophic systems are likewise studied
and evaluated.

GRBBK
A. Elementary Greek (4).
A course intended for students who have studied no Greek
before entering college. It consists in the mastery of th~
grammar and syntax, reading in Homeric Greek.
B. mementary Greek ( 4).
A completion of the work described under Course A. Pre·
requisite: Course A.
12. Plato (3).

Selections from the Apology in Greek, the remaind~r in
English. Introduction to Plato's thought, and appraisal of
his position in Greek literature.

41. Homer (3).

Reading and interpretation of portions of the Iliad or
Odyssey.
187. Greek Literature in English (2).
Interpretation and appreciation of the masterpieces of
Greek literature, based upon the works of standard trans·
laton.

LATIN

A., B. Elementary Latin (8) .
C. Cicero: Sallust (4) .

Selections from the Orations Against Catiline, Pro Archia.
and Bellum Catilinae. English to Latin Composition. Of•
fered annually.
D. Virgil; Cicero (4).

T ranslation and interpretation of selections from th~
~eneid and Pro Lege Manilia. English to Latin Compo~!"
tJon. Offered annually.
Note: The above courses, C and D, are intended !_or
studen~ who enter with insufficient preparation in Law.
but will not be accepted in fulfillment of the required
college Latin. Required for an A.B.
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1. Latin Composition (1).
Study of the principle.s of Latin idiom and prose style. .Application of these principles in themes. Required of studenta
taking Course 11. Offered annually.
2.

Latin Composition (1).
A continuation of Course 1. Required of students takin&
Course 12. Offered annually.

3. Advanced Latin Composition (1).
A continuation of Latin 1•2 and a1mmg at proficiency
in the idiomatic translation of passages from En&liah
authors. Offered annually.
4. Advanced Latin Composition (1).
A practical study in composition and style; the finer pointa
of Latin style emphasized in written exercises. Offered
annually.
11. Livy (3).
Book XXI. A study of Livy's style, particularly its diver•
gences from the prose canons of the Ciceronian age. Of·
fered annually.
12. Virgil (3).
A study of the Aeneid, selections from books I·XII. Col·
lateral readings on Virgil's style, the structure of the
Aeneid, etc., required. Offered annually.

13. Horace (3).
Selections from the Odes, Epodes and Epistles. .An intro•
ductory study to Horace's lyric forms. Offered annually.
14. Taci.tus (3).
Agricola and Germania. .A study of the chief characteria•
tics of the style of Tacitus. The prose of the Empire.
Offered annually.
24. Latin Prote Literature (3).
Introduction to life works and style of representative
classical Latin autho;s of prose. Study of uchnical terms,
figures of speech, etc. Offered according to demand.
44. Readings in Latin Poetry (3).
Introduction to life, works and style of representative clam•
cal Latin Poets. Study of meters, with verse schemes, and
technical poetic terms. Offered according to demand.
IS2. d. Philosophy 152.

160. d. English 160.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LIThP.A 1URE
OBJECTIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT
The English courses aim at developing in the student powm of
understanding, of discriminating reading, and of effective written and
oral expression; the use of critical principles and models of comparison
in judging the principal forms, movements, and authors; a knowledge
of the development and cultural bearings of the main types and movements of English and American literatures; an appreciation of Catholic
criteria and contributions to world literature and culture; and any latent
talent for creative and critical work.

PREREQUISITES FOR THE CONCENTRATION MAJOR
En 1, 2, 80, 81.

FIELD OF CONCENTRATION
The concentration major in English consists of eighteen tn twenty·
four semester hours of upper division work, including: a course in
Shakespeare (124); a course in 19th Century literature (151, or lH);
a course in American Literature (171); a course in Newman (H6), or
in Catholic Literature (181). For recommendation for graduate study,
courses in Chaucer, in the 17th and 18th Century, and in liltl1!1
criticism will also be required. Equivalent courses and the required
twelve semester hours of related courses of the field of concentrati01l
will be chosen under the direction of the concentration adviser.

o.

mementary English.
A course imposed without credit during Freshman year on
those Freshmen who prove deficient in English as taught
on the High School level. An examination to determine
such deficiency is given to all Freshmen in the first 1chool·
week in September.

1. Rhetoric and Composition (3).
A th~rough review and analysis of grammar and of. the
ess~';ltlals of composition, with emphasis on up<Wto!J
wntmg. Weekly themes and exercises. Offered annually.
2. Rhetoric and Composition (3).

A continuation of En 1, with emphasis on the devdopm~t
of t~e term p~per, on effective writing and comprehe~e
r~dmg. Ongmal compositions in argumentation, descnP'
bon, and narration. Offered annually.
4. Advanced Composition, Reports (3).
00
Stu?y and practice of effective writing, with empb~
busmess reports. For the Evening Commerce and P111ao~
program only, supplementary to En lA and 2A. Offe~W
annually.
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40,41. Basic JournalUm (1 hour each semester).
Fundamental principles of good journalism, with stress on
~ews w~iting, reportin?, copy editing, proofreading, head·
hoe wntmg and bas1c makeup techniques. {Continued
practical application of principles on the student newa•
paper.) Two semesters.

42, 43. Advanced Journalism-Newspaper Techniques
{I hour each semester).
Survey of basic principles in the operation of a small city
daily, including reporting, rewrites, features, and sports.
Practice in makeup, with all its specific problems and varia•
tions. (Continued application of principles on the student
newspapers.) Two semesters.
80,81. Survey of English Literature (3 hours each eemester).
A study of the main tendencies o f English literature from
Beowulf to the present day, with readings in great and
characteristic writers. Two semesters. Offered annually.
100. The Bible as Literature (3).
A study of the Bible as literature, with its influence on
English literature. Analysis of the several types of poetry
and prose; lyric; sh ort story; drama; oratory; parables; his·
torical books. Historical, ethnic, and cultural background
supplied.

106. O.aucer and His Age (3).
A study of Chaucer's major works, with special emphasis
on the Canterbury Tales. Attention also to be paid to
other important works of the fourteenth century and to the
social background.

108. Dante and the Barly Renaissance (3).
A study of Dante Alighieri as a bridge between the
"ancient" and the "modern" man, with special emphasis on
the Divina Commedia.
113. English Drama to 1640 (3).
An historical study, from the earliest medieval origins.
Early liturgical tropes; mystery, miracle, and morality playa;
interludes. The new drama of the sixteenth century, and
Elizabethan developments (exclusive of Shakespeare).
114. English Drama from 1640 to the Present (3).
Representative readings and analyses of the .drama in the
Restoration period, in the eighteenth and mnet~enth c~n·
turies, and in contemporary England and Amenca. ~oe1al,
economic, intellectual, and continental influences m the
theater.
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ll8. Modern Drama (3).

Representative works of the distinguished playwrights of
recent years. Em ph a sis on dramatic value, philosophical
viewpoint, and moral and social significance.
121. English Renai§anee Poetry and Prose (3).
Studies in Skelton, St. Thomas More. Spenser, Donnt,
Jonson, Carew, Herbert, Herrick, Browne and other im·
portant English non· dramatic literature from 1500 to 1660,
exclusive of Milton.
124. Shakespeare and His Age: Earlier Plays (3).
125. Shakespeare and His Age: Later Plays (3).
Shakespeare's work in its relation to contemporary writing.
stage conditions, social and cultural backgrounds. Readinc
and study of a group of Shakespeare's comedies, histories,
and tragedies. Offered annually.
134. Milton and His Age (3).

Reading
masques,
of some
dramatic

and study of Paradise Lost and some of the
lyrica, and prose writings. A comparative atudy
contemporary poets in the "metaphysical" and
traditions.

143. The Age of Dryden, Pope, and Johnson (3).
Reading in Dryden, Swift, Pope, Johnson and their con·
temporaries. An introduction to the principal currenta of
literary theory and practice characteristic of the eighteenth
century.
151. The Romantic Period (3).
Studies in the Romantic Movement of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, exclusive of the novel and drama.
with special emphasis on the poetry of Bums, Wordtworth , Coleridge, Shelley, Byron, and Keats.
155. The Victorian Period (3).
Studies in the principal writers, exclusive of the nov~
from_ 1830 to 1900, against the Victorian background
Special emphasis on Macaulay, Carlyle, Ruskin, .Arnold~
Newman; Tennyson, Browning, Swinburne, and Hopkins156. Newman and the Catholic Literary Revival (3).
Study of The Present Position of Catholics in &gland. the
Apolo~a,. The Idea of a University, and some sennolll:
The ongms and influence of the O:.Jord Moxement. Ill
fluence of Newman on the Catholic Literary Revival.
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U9. The English Novel (3).
Brief contrast with the Short Story. Reading and study
of Defoe, Richardson, Fielding, Scott, Austen, Eliot, Dick·
ens, Thackeray, Emily and Charlotte Bronte, Hardy, Mere·
dith, Conrad, and Henry James. Present trends in England
and American.
160. Greek and Latin Oassics in Translation (Lt. 160) (3).

The Ancient Classics and their influence on English writers,
especially of the Classic Age. Mythology, elements of an•
cient culture, origin of the several types in poetry and
prose. Contrasts with Christian civilhation and literature.
161, 162. Survey of World Literature (3 hours each semester).

Masterpieces which have helped to shape our literary cui·
ture. Comparative study to show their influence in English
and American literature. Two semesters.
163. Contemporary British and American Literature (3).

Introduction to recent trends in poetry, essay, novel, short
story, and drama. Offered annually.
165. Great Boob-1, ll, ill, IV (2 hours a semester).

Selected works from the world classics, as studied in the
national four•year program. Critical analyses, discussion
periods, and reports.
171. American Literature--1608 to 1860 (3).
172. American Literature--1860 to the Present (3).
A survey of the development of literature in the. United
States, including the political, social, philosophtcal and
religious influences. Offered annually.
181, 182. Catholic Literature (3).

A prelimin<~ry study of literary elements, in ~e light t;>f
Catholic principles. A brief survey of Catholic wor~d ~t·
erature, with special emphasis on the modern Catholic Litenry Revival. Extensive reading and reports on modem
fiction and poetry. Offered annually.
191. Practical Criticism- Poetry (3).
192. Practical Criticism- Prose (3).
A brief survey of theories of literary criticism. Pra~tice in
analysis and appreciation of poems and prose selecttons, of
the contemporary and earlier periods.
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193. Directed Writing (2 hours each semester).
194. Creative Writing (3).
Preliminary study in words, use of senses, and metho& of
effective writing. Progressive development of use oi en•
vironment, human relationships, character, mood, personal·
ited exposition, emotionali~ed idea, and other techniques.
Weekly "creative diary," and the writing of short stories.
196. Script Writing (2).
197. Play Writing (2).
199. Special Study.

DEPARTMENT OF MODERN LANGUAGES
OB]ECilVBS OF THE DBPARTI'dENT

The coursu in modern languages are designed to attain the fol·
lowing objectives:

1. A reading knowledge sufficient to fulfill lower-division re·
quirementa.
2. Accuracy of expression, written and oral, through a functional
mutery of grammar and pronunciation.
3. A knowledge and appreciation of the cultural background of
the language.

FRENCH
I. Elementary French ( 4).

Careful and intensive drill in pronunoatton: thorough
grounding in the esaentials of grammar. Drills in vocabu·
luy; graded reading. Offered annually.
2. Elementary French (4).
Continuation of Course A. Intensive grammar study com•
bined with written and oral practice. Further insistence on
pronunciation. Graded reading. Offered annually.
3, Intermediate French ( 3).
Grammar review with special attention to gallicisms: Short
stories read in class and used as basis for conversabon and
theme work. Frequent use of records. Offered annually.
4. Intermediate French (3).
Continuation of French C. Intensive practice in converaa•
tion based on texts read in class and collaterally. Further
insistence on grammar and syntax. Offered annually.
l80, 181. Survey of French Literature (3 hours each semester).

A general survey of French literature from the earl_y literary
documents to the eighteenth century; from the etghteenth
century to the present time. Two semeiters. Offered occa•
lionally.

ITALIAN
It I. Conversational Italian (2).
This course is offered occasionally in the Evening Division.
It 2· Conversational Italian (2).
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GERMAN
1. Elementary German ( 4).

An intensive course in the rudiments of grammar.

2.

3.

4.

10.
180.

181.

1.

2.
3.
4.
10.

T!llll'

lation and practice in basic conversational sentences. Of·
fered annually.
Elementary German (4).
Continuation of Course A, with emphasis on functio011
proficiency in the use of the language as a means of com•
munication. Offered annually.
Intermediate German (3).
An intensive course in current idomatic German. A thor•
ough review of essential grammar designed to develop ac•
curacy and proficiency in the use of the language. Offered
annually.
Intermediate German (3).
A continuation of Course C. Extensive reading of prepared illustrative texts. Scientific reading included to meer
needs of class. Offered annually.
Scientific German (2).
Survey of German Literature (3).
The chief characteristica of the various epochs in Gumu
literature. A realistic and sympathetic understanding of
German thought and culture through readings of the chief
works of the more important authors. Offered occuiooally.
Survey of German Literature (3).
.
A continuation of Course 180. A presentation of the Ill'
nificant movements in the 19th and 20th Century. Offertd
occasionally.
RUSSIAN
Elementary Russion (4).
Elementary Russian ( 4) .
Intermediate Russion (3).
Intermediate Russian (3).
Scientific Russian (2).
(The above courses are offered intermitently upon demand
only.)

SPANISH

1. Elementary Spanish (4).

2.
3.

4.

180,

.
A basic course in the essentials of grammar. Rudiment!
of pronunciation and syntax. Offered annually.
Elementary Spanish ( 4).
.
A continuation of Course A. Readings of current idiomauc
Spanish. Offered annually.
Intermediate Spanish (3).
A thorough review of the essentials of grammar. ~ uj
collateral study of modem Spanish texts. Readings
excerpts from current Spanish newspapers. Offered Ill'
nually.
Intermediate Spanish (3).
·
A continuation of Course C. Functional grammar ana!Ji,
based on reading. Frequent use of Spanish records. 0
fered annually.
181. Survey of Spanish Literature (3 hours each semester). lit•
A general survey of Spanish literature from the earl>;,.
erary documents to the 18th Century; from the 18th ""~
tury to the present time. Two semesters. Offered ()C(l
sionally.
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MUSIC

Mus. I. How to Listen to Music Creatively (2).
A survey of the history of music and its architecture: Music
and the Dance; Music and Ceremony; Music and Religion;
Music of the Polk Dance. M elody, harmony, and rhythm.

Mus. 2. The Art of Enjoying the Orchestra in Action (2).
A study of the orchestra's various choirs. Instrumentation.
Historical background of the overture and its different
types. Biography and general background of the com•
p08er. ".Absolute" versus programmatic content in th e
overture. The major works of the different schools and
forms of orchestra music.

Mus. 3. Survey of Operas and Oratorios (2).
History of the opera . .A study of the different types of
operas and arias. The story behind the operas. .A detailed
study of the outstanding composers and their best·known
operas. .A survey of the history of the oratorio, and a
study of the various schools.

Mus. 4. Survey of the Symphony, the Sonata, the Concerto (2).
The study of the schematic outline of a symphony, as a
whole. Characteristics of the four usual movements of the
conventional type of symphony, as expressed in the best·
known works of Beethoven, Brahms, Mo~art, Haydn,
Dvorak, Schubert, Mendelssohn, and Tchaikovsky. .A de•
tailed study of the outstanding sonata and concertos.
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SPEECH
Administered by the Department of English Language
and Literature.
1. Essentials of Effective Speaking (2).
A practical training in the fundamentals of effective speak·
ing: overcoming stage-fright, acquiring ease and 8uency,
voice development and enrichment of tone quality, audi•
ence attitudes, gesture and grace of posture. Outline and
speech composition. Delivery of speeches. Criticism of
delivered and recorded speeches. Radio speech. Offertd
annually.
2. Public Speaking for Business Men and Executives (2).
Fundamentals of parliamentary law, the formal platform
speech, the informal conference room speech, the afttr·
dinner speech, executive thinking and persuasive presenll·
tion, elements of salesmanship. Voice development aod en·
richment of tone quality. The handling of demonttralioo
equipment and visual aids. Direction of group diKUIIioD.
Offered annually.
3. Public Discussion and Debate (2).
The theory of argumentation: definition of terms, outli»;inl
and stating the proposition, ideas, judgment!, reaso~C.
evidence, proof, fallacies, probability, certitude, deducnoa,
induction. So~rces of evidence, handling of library. and
research materials. The brief, the speech, the audience.
Practice of debate. Parliamentary procedure. Offered all'
nually.
5. Practical Oratory and Debating (1).
(Open to members of the Regis Debating and Oratorical
Society.) Practice in formal debating before judge! ll!d
audience. Practice in interpretative reading. Practice .111
extempore speaking. Practice in formal oratory. Pracnct
in radio announcing and broadcasting. Offered annuai!J.
6. Parliamentary Law (1).
9. Radio T echnique (2).
10. Radio Writing and Announcing (2).
101. Phonetics, Pronunciation, and Vocabulary Building (2).
Study of phonetics as a basis for correct sound forma!K!Do
and ~tandards of pronunciation. Practical and extenJI"(
exerCISes designed to enlarge the active vocabularY rr
quired in speech work. Offered annually.
105. The Teaching of Public Speaking (2).
Pe~a~;ogical principles involved in the teaching of
Pnnoples of criticism. The psychology of th~ ~
speaker. Methods of introducing active and ID • 1
student participation. Present tendencies in the tea~Jn;
speech. Speech curricular programs. Offered QCC1!10

spet;

DMSION OF NATURAL SOENCE AND
MATIIEMATICS
The division of mathematics and science includes the departments
of biology, chemistry, mathematics, and physics. The object of the
division is primarily professional, in that the greatest consideration is
given to preparing the science major for postgraduate work in one of
!he four departments mentioned. The courses can also be selected in
a manner to fulfill all ordinary entrance requirements of professional
schools.
The objective of the division is also cultural in that it aims to give

a student an introduction to scientific thinking and to correct laboratory
procedure and to stimulate him to inquire further into the origin of the
power and beauty of nature. Some courses are designed to this end
~pecially for the non-science major.

JUOLOGY
OB]ECITVB OF THE DEPARTMENT

.

The purpose of the courses offered by the Department of Biology
both cultural and professional. The student in general education is
offered a survey of general principles, the contribution of biology to
human welfare and discussion of practical applications to human prob·
lems from selected areas of biological science. The student in a pre•
medical or pre•dental program is offered a sequence of labo ratory and
lecture courses to adequately meet admission requirements. The student
preparing for teaching or advanced study in the biological sciences is
offered intensive training in laboratory procedures and a sequence _of
cou_rses covering the genetic, developmental, anatomical and phys1o·
log1cal aspect of selected forms.
IS

PREREQUISITES FOR THE CONCENTRATION MAJOR
Bl I, S.
THE FIELD OF CONCENTRATION
The concentration major consists of eighteen semester hours ~f
upper division courses to be chosen with the counsel of the students
a~v.i~r. In the case of a Natural Science Major, the selection of _upper
d1~1~1?n courses is integrated with those of related departments m the
DIVISion of Natural Science and Mathematics.
l. General Biology (4).
An introduction to the study of living matter. The de·
ments of morphology and physiology are stressed and
fundamental viewpoints are emphasi~ed. The ~tudy of the
properties of protoplasm, the cell as an. orgamsm,_ th~ ~~
as the unit of structure in plant and ammal orgam.~at1on 11
also included. Two lectures, two laboratory penocls per
week. Offered annually.
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5. General Zoology (4).
A discussion of the morphological principles of the in·
vertebrate body. The increase in complexity of the varioUJ
systems is traced from a c omparative viewpoint in the Itt·
tures. In the laboratory an intensive study is made of typt
forms from the Coelenterates to the Chordates. The value
of the structures as basal elements of invertebrate anatomy,
the principles of homology and adaptive radiation art
stressed. Two lectures, two labo ratory periods per wtel
Prerequisite: Bl 1. Offered annually.
101. Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy (5).
A study of type forms from the protochordate to the mam·
malian inclusive. The value of the structures as basal de·
ments of vertebrate anatomy, the principles of homology,
adaptive radiation and change in the various groups art
elaborated in the lectures. In the laboratory, emphasis is
placed on the detailed dissection of the cat as an illwtn·
tive mammal. Three lectures, two laboratory periods per
week. Prerequisites: Bl 1, 5. Offered annually.
110. Vertebrate Embryology (5).
A descriptive course in vertebrate developmental anatomy.
Various phases of development are treated from a com·
parative viewpoint in the lectures. Emphasis is placed upou
chick development in the laborato ry, with some studies of
the pig embryo. Three lectures, two laboratory periods per
week. Prerequisite: Bl 1, 5, 101. Offered annually.
120. General Physiology (5).
This course treats of the nature of the life•process. the
physico·c~emical factors in cellular metabolism, gr~~0
regenerabon and morphogenetic forces. This course IS •
value to preprofessional students and those with a ma)Or
in Biology. Three lectures, quiz, two laboratory periods per
week. Prerequisite: Bl 1, 5, 101. Offered annually.
121. Advanced General Physiology (5).
This cours~ is complementary to Bl. 120. The_lectures
a ~omrarabve treatment o f the vital processes m plant~111
amma . systems, with special emphasis on the processes 00
~e ~nunal organism. I n the laboratory, particu!ar atten°
IS g1ven to the specialited functions of irritabihty, ~otibrf,
and contractility. Three lectures, two laboratory Jlenods per
week. Prerequisite: Bl 1, 5, 10 1. Offered annually.

'd
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141. Genetics (3).
A lecture course on the known facts and theories of hered•
ity. Current research in the field of plant and animal breed·
ing is reviewed. Lectures, three hours per week. Prerequi·
sites: Bl I , 5. Offered annually.
143. Organic Evolution (3).
A lecture course on the recent development~ in experi•
mental biology, heredity and evolution. A review of the
evolutionary theories regarding the method of evolution is
stressed. Lectures, three hours per week. Prerequisites:
Bl l, 5, 141. Offered annually.
lSI. Vertebrate Histology (4).

This course studies the morphology of the cells and tissues
of selected forms. Attention is directed to the participation
of the fundamental tissues in the formation of organs and
systems. Training is offered in the preparation of tissues
for microscopic observation. Two lectures, two laboratory
periods per week. Prerequisites: Bl 1, 5, 101. Offered an·
nually.
159. Con.rultation Course.

Content and credit to be arranged.
199. Special Study. Th~a.
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CHEMISTRY
OBjECnVE OP TiiB DEPARTMENT
The purpose of the courses offered by the Department of Chern·
istry is primarily professional rather than cultural. For this reason,
exactness and care in laboratory technique, as well as strict attention
to the mathematical development of theory, is considered essential.
For the benefit of those students who wish to prepare themselves
for more advanced work in chemistry, either in graduate school or in
industry, the department offers the degree of Bachelor of Science in
Olemistry. The curriculum leading to this degree embodies all courses
suggested by the American Chemical Society. This is to be considered
as a professional degree, and as such, something quite distinct from the
degree of Bachelor of Science, wherein the student establishes a fidd
of concentration in one of the natural sciences.
For the benefit of premedical students, and for others who wish to
obtain a fairly strong background in chemistry before undertaking
studies in another profession, the department offers a second curricu·
lum--one which leads t o the degree of Bachelor of Science, with I
major in Chemistry. While the requirements of this degree do not de·
mand such intensive work in chemistry as do those for the profes·
sional degree, they are, nevertheless, quite comparable to the reqwre·
ments for a major in any of the other natural sciences.
The Department will recommend for entrance into graduate, medJ.
cal, or other professional school only those students who shall havt
maintained a quality point average in the chemistry courses tahn II
Regis of at least 25 (C plus) .

The Bachelor of Science in Chemistry Degree
PREREQUISITES:
Adequate preparation in high school algebra and trigonometry.

REQUIRED COURSES:
Lower Division:
Chern. 1, 2, 13, 14; Phy&ics 1, 2.
Math. 13 and 14 or equivalent, 51, 52.
Upper Division:
Chern. 140·1·2·3; 130·1; 161 ·2; 144•5 ; and six additional hoUll
of upper division mathematic~ and /or physics. No foroal reo
lated minor is required.
(~~?ents interested in Biochemistry may substitut~ an uppe!
?!VISIOn course in Biology for three hours of the reqwed collfl(l
m upper division Mathematics or Physics.)

--Not~:

Qualifying Examinations are required at the beginning of
the 1~m~r year of all students seeking this Professional Degr~e. Tb~
exammatwns, both written and oral cover all matter treated ID Gen
era! Inor~anic and Analytical Chemistry, as well as a basic know!~!~
o_f th~ H1story of Chemistry. Satisfactory completion of these exa!lll
twns IS a requirement for continuance in the program.
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The Bachelor of Science Degree
PREREQUISITBS FOR A CONCENTRATION MAJOR
Cbem.l, 2,13,14;Math.1 3, or 11 and 31; Physics I, 2.
1liB FIEI.D OF CONCENTRATION

The requirements for a major in Chemistry are:
18 hours of upper division credit which includes Chern. 140·1,
142-3, and either 135, or 130·1.
The related minor must consist of at least 12 hours of upper clivi·
aion work in physics, biology, or mathematics.
I, 2. General Inorganic Chemistry ( 4 sem. hrs. each sem.).
Three lectures, one three·hour laboratory. A study of the
fundamental laws and theories of chemistry, with a thorough
investigation of the properties and reactions of inorganic
compounds with regard to the periodic table.
Note: Prior to 1954·55 the calculations proper to general
chemistry, which are now included in the courses given
above, were treated in courses 7 and 8 (one hour each
semester), which were required to be taken concurrently
with Chern. 1, 2 ( 4 hrs. each semester). Also prior to
19S4·SS Qualitative Analysis was treated in Ch. 2, in two
lectures and two three•hour laboratory periods per week
for 4 hrs. of credit.
13. Analytical Chemistry (4).
Two lectures, two three·hour laboratories. A study of
chemical equilibrium and the theory and practice of quali•
tative analysis. Training in fundamental techniques and
procedures of analysis. Prerequisite: Mt. 11 or 13 ; Ch. 2
with grade of C or better,
14. Quantitative Analysi.. (4).

Two lectures two three•hour laboratory periods. Intensive
study and r:aining in volumetric and gravimetr:ic tech·
niques and procedures with emphasis on theorettcal con·
siderations. Prerequisite: Ch. 13. (This course was formerly
Ch. 15.)
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16. Analytical Chemistry (4).
Two lectures, two three·hour laboratory periods. More ad·
vanced quantitative analysis, including colorimetry, electroanalysis, gas analysis, electrom etric titrations, and other in·
strumental analyses. Prerequisite: Chern 15.
Note: This course was offered annually prior to 1954·55,
but has now been discontinued.
80. Techniques of Scientific Glassblowing (2).
Two Laboratory periods.
An introduction to the manipulation of glass; useful for
industry or for research.
116. Advanced Analytical Chemistry (3).
Two lectures, a minimum of four hours laboratory. Con·
sideration of more advanced principles of analysis. Isolation
and quantitative determination of unknowns. Introduction
to instrumental methods of analysis. Prerequisite: Advanced
Standing.
130, 131. Physical Chemistry (4 hrs. each semester).

Three lectures, one four•hour laboratory period. Quantita•
tive study of the basic laws of chemistry. The nature of
the various states of matter, thermodynamics, reaction
kinetics, electrochemistry, and molecular and atomic ~c·
ture. Prerequisite: Ph. 2, Mt. 52, and credit or registratlon
in Ch. 14.
135. Pre-medical Physical Chemistry (3).
Three lectures. Survey of physical chemistry with emph~sis
on subjects of interest to pre•medical students. PrereqwSJte:
Credit or registration in Ph. 2 and Ch. 14.
Note: Offered prior to 1954 with laboratory, for 4 credit
hours.
140, 141. Organic Chemistry (3 hours each semester).

Lectures and recitations treating the properties of the im·
portant classes of aliphatic and aromatic compounds, ~d
the development of fundamental theories. PrereqWSlte
Ch 2 with a grade of C or better. Co•requisite Cb Hl and
143.
142, 143. Organic Chemistry Laboratory (2 hours each semester)•

Two three·hour laboratory periods. Laboratory exer~
t? a~company Ch 140 and 141. The preparation an.d chP~.
ftcatlon of carbon compounds and the study of tberr. .
acteristic properties. Introduction to Organic QualitallVt
Analysis.
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144. Qualitative Organic Analysis (3).

One lecture, a minimum of six hours laboratory. The claati•
fication and identification of selected organic compound•
and mixtures. Prerequisite: Credit in Ch 143.
145. Organic Preparatioru (14).

One hour conference, a mm1mum of six hours laboratory.
The preparation of selected organic compounds. Prerequi•
site: Registration in Ch 143. Credit and hours to be
arranged.
148. Survey of Organic Chemistry (4).

Three lectures, one three•hour laboratory. A one•semester
survey of Organic Chemistry for pre•medical or pre•dental
students. Not applicable towards a major in chemistry.
Prerequisite: Ch. 1, 2.
161-2. Advanced Inorganic Chemistry (2 hrs. each semester).
Two lectures. A study of the fa milies of elements in the
periodic table; nuclear, atomic, and molecular structure;
coordination compounds. Prerequisite: Advanced standing.
165. Inorganic Preparation. (3).

One hour conference, aix houra laboratory. Laboratory
aynthesis of inorganic compounds. Prerequisites: Senior
atandina, credit or registration in Ch 161.

190. Sptci.J Topics in (a) Inorganic Chemistry, (b) Orsanic Clem·
itlry, (c) Analytical Cllemiltry, (d) Phyacal Chemi.try.
Prerequisite: Conaent of the Department. Content and
credit to be arranaed.

199. Senior Thelia.
May be required, at the discretion of the individual director,
instead of the Comprehensive Oral Examination.
240, Advanced Organic Chemistry (2).
A discussion of selected topics adapted to the need~ of
post·graduate students. Qualified undergraduates adm1tted
only on consent of the Department.
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ENGINEERING ORAWING
(Administered by the Department of Mathematia)
1. Engineering Drawing (4 hours).

Lettering: orthographic projection; working·drawinca;
graphical representations; isometric, oblique, and penpec•
tive projections; plates and tracings. Lectures and labora•
tory. Offered annually.

10. Descriptive Geometry (4).
Orthographic projection. Fundamental auxiliary views.
Point•Line•Plane problems. R evolution. Curved lines and
surfaces. Intersections and developments. Offered annually.
1S. Surveying and Mapping (4).

Surveying computations, theory and practice. Theory, use
and adjustment of instruments. A study of land surveying,
field astronomy, route surveys, and topographic surveya.
Offered annually.

16. Surveying and Mapping Problems (4).
A continuation of the preceding. Offered on demand.

GEOLOGY
(Ac:lminUter'ed by the Department of Phytics)
1. Phyeical Geoloay (4) .

The earth as a planet; composition of its minerail a_nd
rocks; erosion and sedimentation, meteorological ageoaea.
igneoua rocks, metamorphism, dia,trophism, volcanoes and
vulcanism, earthquakes, history of mountains, land formL
Lrctures three h ours a week, laboratory one period a week.
and field work.

2. Historical Geology (3).
.
Theories of the earth's origin, its age, the stratigrapbicll
succession and evolution of life forms. Description of ~e
Pre•Cambrian times, rocks and economic deposits; Paleo~o17
Meso10oic, and Cenozoic land distribution, oceans. coni!'
~ents, ~ountains, climate, life forms and econo~ic depwd
~~- Evtdences of Early Man, Theoretical questions, tiel
tnps.
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MATHEMATICS
OBJECI1VB OF THE DEPARTMENT
Tbe objective of the department is to offer a complete curriculum
leading to the concentration major in mathematics. The coursea are
cbosen to give the student the mathematical background necessary in
my field of science. Since the courses are presented primarily for a
very definite 6eld and the main group for mathematics majors, the
quality of work demanded from all members of the class must be on
i level with those for whom the class was intended.

PREREQUISITES FOR A CONCENTRATION MAJOR
Mathematics 11, 31, 40.
THE FIELD OF CONCENTRATION
Tbe concentration major in mathematics consists of eighteen houn
of upper diVISion work, including Mt. 153, 154, 156, and 121. The
related courses of the field of concentration will be chosen with the
counsel of the concentration advisor.
1. Intermediate Algebra (3).

A course for those who cannot demonstrate elementary
proficiency in the fundaments o f high school algebra. It
will be offered in summer school each year. It is suggested
that prospective students arrange to take an exam ination
prior to registration fo r summer school in the summer p re•
ceding entrance to the college. This will enable the student
to make up his deficiency before the fall term. The course
includes the language of algebra, factoring, fractiona,
graphical representation of functional notation, linear equa•
tioas in more than one variable, exponents and radicals,
quadratic equations in one unknown . Offered annually.
ll. College Algebra (3) .
This course presupposes a thorough knowledge of inter·
mediate algebra. Content: logarithms, complex num~ers,
inequalities, the theory of quadratic equations, progressions,
binomial theorem, elementary theory of equations, deter•
minanta, partial fractions. Offered annually.
13 and 14. Freshman Mathematics (5 houn)
Content: First semester, three hours per week of trigonom•
etry and two hours per week of college algebra. Second
semester, three hours per week of analytic geo~.etry and
two hours per week of college algebra. Prereqws1te: Con•
sent of the mathematics department. Offered annually.
31. Plane Trigonometry (3) .

Trigonometric functions of acute angles, .the right trianalef,
logarithms, goniometry, the oblique tr1angl~, gra~h• o
trigonometric functions, trigonometric. equa~ons, Ulver~
trigonometric functions, the exponential senes. Prereqw·
site: Mt 11 or its equivalent. Offered annually.

_.,.,_

40. Plane Analytic: ~ometry (3).
The Cartesian plane, the straight line, the circle, locus problems, transformation of coordinates, polar coordinates, tan•
gents, conic sections, graphs of functions, curve 6ttin1.
Prerequisites: Mt 11, 31.
'H. Calculus I (4).

Functions, limits, differentiation of al~tebraic and trigonometric functions with applications to maximum and mini·
mum problems, rates; definite and indefinite integrals of
algebraic functions; applications of the integral.

~2.

Calculus II (4).
Differentiation of inverse trigonometric function; formal
integration; approximate integration; partial d1tterenriatioo;
L'Hospital Rule; infinite series.

121. Theory of Equati0011 (3).
Complex numbers, polynomials and their fundame~~tal
properties, solution by radicals of cubic and quartic equa•
tiona, the graph of an equation, derivatives, number of real
roots, isolation of a root, solution of numerical equatioos,
determinants, symmetric functions, discriminants. Pruequi•
site: Mt. 52.
123. Introduction to Higher Algebra (3).

Axiomatic treatment of basic concepts of modern algebn.
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor.
125. Theory of Numbers (3).
Fundamental concepts in number theory. Theory of coo·
gruences, Fermat's Theorem. Quadratic residues and quad·
ratic reciprocity law. Prerequisite: consent of the instructor.
130-131. Vectot' Mecbania (3 houn each aemuter).
See Ph 120·121.
140. Introduction to Higher Geometry (3).
An intro~uction to . the concepts of. projective . geom~
and a logtcal extensiOn of the matenal covered Ill Mt ·
Prerequisite: Mt 40.

153. Differential Bquationa (3).
qrigin of differential equations; solution of ordinatr lin'(
05 0
dtfferential equations in two variables; and solut1?111
equ.ations of higher order and of higher degree ~
":lnables; applications to geometry and science. Prerequt'
stte: Mt 52.
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154. Advanced Calculus {3).
Limits and continuity, practical derivatives and differentials,
functions of several variables and geometric applications,
definite integrals, multiple integrals, line integrals, su rfa ce
and space integrals. Prerequisite: Mt. 52.
1.55. Advanced Differential Equations {3 hours).
Linear Equations of the second order; solutions of equa·
tions by use of infinite series; applications from other fields
of mathematics and physics; solution of particular equa•
tions. Prerequisite: Mt 153.

156. Limits and Series {3).
Sequences, series, limits, continuity, converging and di·
verging sequences, infinite series, d ouble series, power
series, applications of power series, improper integrals,
evaluation of improper integrals, Gamma functions. Pre·
requisite: Mt. 154.
159. Introduction to Applied Mathematics {3).

A problem course concerned with applications of differ•
entia! equations. A study of the special functions arising as
solutions of second order differential equations. Prerequi•
site: Mt. 153.
170. Introduction to Statistics (3).
The classical mathematical theory of probability, including
basic concepts of probability, permutations, combinations,
expected values, and the binomial, P oisson, and normal
distributions. Prerequisites: Mt. 52.
199, Special Study ( Credit to be arranged).
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PHYSICS
OBJECTIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT
While the objective of the physics department is to prepare the
student for postgraduate work in physics, yet no physics maJor is
actually conferred. Instead, we recommend that the student who prepares for postgraduate work in physics should major in matbematia
while at Regis and take only the fundamental courses of physics which,
like the mathematics, are the common requirement for any field of
physics in which he may later choose to specialize.

A MINOR IS OFFERED IN PHYSICS
1, 2. General Physics (4 hours each semester).
Lectures and experimental demonstration in Mecbania,
Sound, Light, Heat, Magnetism and Electricity. Prescribed
for pre•medical students. Must be preceded or accompa·
nied by a course in plane trigonometry. 3 lecturu, I laboratory period weekly. Offered annually. Two seme~ters.
103. Heat and Thermodynamics (3).
Temperature, thermodynamic systems, work, beat, ideal
gases, Carnot cycle, entropy, the second law, reversibility
and irrever~ibility, properties of pure substances, the 1taJ1
engine and the refrigerator. Offered occasionally.
110. Magnetism and Electricity (3).
Magnets and magnetic fields, electrostatics, potential, ca•
pacity, dielectrics, the electric circuit, measurement of cur·
rent resistance potential, electrolytic conduction and bat•
teries, direct current measuring instruments and machines.
Prerequisite: Mt 15 2 to be taken at least concurrendy.
111. Advanced Electrical Measurements (2).
A laboratory course intended to accompany and supple·
ment Ph 110.

112. Elementary Electronics (3).
011
Fundamentals of vacuum tubes and elementary el~
circuit ~nalyses with emphasis on the use of. ~ectroDICS ~
a tool m research and in industry. PrereqUISites Ph 11 '
Mt 152. Offered occasionally.

g()

113. Electronia Lab. (2).

A laboratory course designed to accompany Ph 112
116. Alternating Current Circuits {3).

A continuation of course 110. Alternating current measure·

ments, steady and varying A.C. circuits and electromag·
netic waves and oscillations are studied mainly from the
mathematical viewpoint.
120,121. Vector Mehcanics {3 hours each semester).

A study of the elementary concepts of vector analysis with
applications to mechanics. The course takes up the New·
tonian concepts of velocity, acceleration, position, momen•
tum, inertia, various moments, etc., using the vector nota·
tion wherever practicable. Prerequisite: Mt 152.
130. Physical and Geometrical Optics {3).

Study of wave motion, Huygens' Principle, lenses, light
aources, the eye and optical instruments, dispersion, inter•
ference, diffraction, polarized light, double refraction, ori•
gin of the spectra. Offered occasionally.
180, Introduction to Atomic Physics {3).

A study of the finding of the elementary charged particles,
electromagnetic radiation, waves and particles, the Hydro•
gen atom, atomic spectra, natural radioactivity, disintegra·
tion of nuclei, atomic energy. Prerequisite: Ph 110.
181. Introduction to Nuclear Physics (3).
A study of natural radioactivity, radiation measurement
technique, artificial radioactivity theory of nuclear radia•
tions, nuclear fission and chain reactions, radiation tracer
technique.
182, Atomic Physics Laboratory (2).
A laboratory course to accompany Ph 180 and 181
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SCIENCE SURVEY COURSES
Survey courses in science have been designed for studenu who
are not majoring in science and for science maJors in the physical or
life sciences who may wish to know something about the saencu
other than their own fields. E m phasis is laid on the power of the
scientific method as a tool of learning, and the effects these theorenal
results can have on our philosophy o f life.
10. Survey of Physical Sciences (3).
A non-mathematical course for non·science majors. The
theories and laws of more general importance from as·
tronomy, physics, chemistry, and geology are studied hu·
torically and developed according to the scientific method
of proving theories. Only those natural phenomena are
taken which are needed in developtng the theories. Offered
the first semester o f each year.
lOAa. Survey of Physical Sciences (2).
Same as Science 10, but taking only the theones !roll
physics a nd chemistry.
lOAb. Survey of Physical Sciences (2). Earth Sciences.)
Same as Science 10, but taking only the theories of as
tronomy and geology.
15. Survey of Life Science (3).
A survey of gen eral principles, contribution of biolo!J
to human welfare, discussion of practical problem.s an.d
epochs in the development of the biological ~en~!!
Emphasis is placed upon the ph ysiological, behav1onsuc
and sociological points of view. The course is of suppo!'
tiona! value to philosophy and psychology.
Three lectures per week. One semester. Offered annually.
Demonstration fee: $2.50.
15A, l6A. Survey of Life Science (2 hours each semester).
The course as described in Sci. 15 is distributed
two semest ers.
Two lectures per week. Two semesters.

throu~la
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DMSION OF PffiLOSOPHY, RELIGION AND
SOCIAL SCIENCES
OBJECTIVE OF THE DIVISION OF PHILOSOPHY,
REUGION, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
The compass of the Division is both extensive, as regards the
number of Departments, and intensive, insofar as the various Depart•
ments are largely concerned with Man. The objective of the Division
11 to clarify the student's notions about the nature of man and about
man's ability to attain truth, as well as to impart a deeper knowledge of
human behavior. As an aid to this understanding of man, the various
Departments present to the student the picture of man in his past and
present environment, thus leading the student t o a deeper realizaion
of how man attempted to solve his problems in the past and how, in the
light of past mistakes and accomplishments, man sh ould try to meet the
problems of the present. Furthermore, the Division proposes to give
the student vocational training in the methods of transmitting know!•
e~ge to others. Finally, and most important, the Division is concerned
with a systematic clarification of man's relation to God through the
presentation of Catholic dogma and Christian faith and morality as a
guide to useful leadership of others and as a directive in the individual's
activities as a son of God.

EDUCATION
OBJECTIVE OF TI1B DEPARTMENT
The purpose of the Education Department is to provide prepara•
tton and training for those who plan to teach in elemcnta.ry and sec·
ondary schools. The courses are designed to give prospecttvc teach.ers
pnnaples of education based on the Christian philosophy of ltfe.
Special attention is also given to acquisition of a knowled~e of effec·
ttve m~thods of teaching and to fulfillment of the requtrements of
umverstty and accrediting agencies.

A MINOR IN EDUCATION IS OFFERED: Prerequisites, Ed 11,

Ed 40.
TEAOiER TRAINING CERTIFICATION
The following requirements must be met:
I. Student must take 20 hours in Education, including Ed. 1.1. 40,
148 or 151, 156 and additional upper division courses to ftll out
the total of 20 hours.
2. Transfer students must take Ed. 156 and 6 additional upper
division hours in Education at Regis.
l. All students must take Ed. 156 at Regis-no transfer of course
or training or experience will be accepted in lieu of Ed . 156.
4• Requirements for Ed . !56-Senior standing and 12 hours of
education including Ed. 148 or 151.
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11. Introduction to Education (3).
A survey of educational theory, institutions, and practict
from the developmental approach . The fundamenw phi·
losophical principles of education and a critical evaluation
of the objectives and trends in modern education. Teacher
in-service education, community relations, school organ·
itation, practices, and financial support.
40. Educational Psychology (3).
A study of the fundamental principles of the learning proc·
esses and a practical application of these principlu, laying
stress upon the factors and laws which will aid in the prt•
sentation of subject matter and facilitate the acquisition of
knowledge. Offered annually.
132. Principles of Counseling and Guidance (3).
A study of the meanings, concepts and principles of guid·
ance. The role of the educator in guidance; representatin
guidance practices; individual counselling; the clinical approach to studen~ problems; directing choices of education
in the school and vocation in life.

134. Tests and Measurement (3).
A survey of the testing m.:~vement and atandardited tall
in current use; a study of the merits and limitation• of ill'
telligence, achievement, prognostic and diagnostic ~;
their administration, scoring, tabulation and .nterpretallOD;
construction o f achievement tests.
13.5. Child Psycology (3).
(Same as Psychology 13 S.)
137. Psychology of Adolescence (3) .
(Same as P sychology 137.)
141. High School Administration (3).

A studv of the fundamentalR of school management. o~
jectives, organiz.ation, and the procedure in the adm.i~'
tion and supervision of secondary schools; the relatJOnship
of s~per~ntendent, principal, teachers, parents and atudtn~;
ce~?caaon of teachers; rating of teachers and teacher 1
e!flcrency; staodardiz.ing agencies; school finances. coQJtrUt'
t10n and equipment.

143. Mental Hygiene (3).
(Same as Psycho logy 143 .)
14.5. School and Community Health Education (3).
~ethods and materials for the establishment an~ co~~;
t10n of sound mental and physical health practices 10
school and community; contributions of the stud~~
teac~ers, ~chool and community in this program; ulliiS
deahng wtth narcotics and alcohol.
.
147. Curriculum Development (3).
A study o f the basic principles for curriculum co~structl;d
and developm ent. An appraisal of modem techntques
trends of curriculum development.
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PHILOSOPHY
OB]ECI'IVB OF TilE DEPART MENT
The course. in Philosophy serve as integrating courses in the dif·
fmnt fields of knowedge and acquaint the student with the organhation
of mental life. They also stimulate the talent for speculative and rrac·
tical thought and give an enlarged appreciation of the dignity o hu·
man nature. In the final effect they give to the student a philosophy
of life which conforms with the best traditions of Christian civili:;ation.
PREREQUISITE FOR THE CONCENI'RATIO N MAJO R
PHILOSOPHY 1.
FIBLO OF CONCENTRATION.
The Concentration Major in Philosophy calls for 18 hours of up•
per division credit, including Philosophy 141 and Philosophy H3.
There mwt also be twelve hours in upper division work in related
counea which will be chosen with the advice of the concentration
adviatr.
1.

Loaic (3) .
I\ conciae presentation of the laws of thought, including
the nature and acts of the mind; ideas; judgments; the
ayllogism; the laws of correct reasoning; induction and de•
duction; argumentation and proof. Required in all under•
graduate curricula. Prerequisite for all upper division
courses. Offered annually.
1Ylr.n--= ! eacrnu~

01 .c.ngusn.
l52SS-Teaching of Social Studies.
!52L-Teaching of Languages.
l52Sc- Teaching of Science.
l52Mt- Teaching of Mathematics.
l52Rl- Teaching of Religion.
l52Pe--Teaching of Physical Education.

156. Observation an d Practice Teaching (Credit to be arranged).
The student is engaged in observing teachi~g me~hods am.

practice teaching in an elementary or accredited h1gh school
under the supervision of a critic teacher;. lesso~ .plans andr
required written reports; conferences ~.1th cntlc teache
and college faculty supervisior. Prerequ1s1te: Ed lSI .
170. Bducational Statutics ( 3) .
The fundamentals of statistical methods in u~e ~n educa·
tion; techniques used in collecting data; orgamu.tto~, C?m:
putation, and interfretation of data;. freq~ency d1st~1~Utto~f
measures of centra tendency and dtsperston; coefftoent
correlation and reliability.
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11. Introduction to Education (3).
A survey of educational theory, institutions, and practict
from the developmental approach. The fundamental phi·
losophical principles of education and a critical evaluation
of the objectives and trends in modern education. Teacher
in-service education, community rdations, school organ•
itation, practices, and financial support.
40. Educational Psychology (3).

A study of the fundamental principles of the learning proc•
esses and a practical application of these principles, layinc
stress upon the factors and laws which will aid in the pre•
sentation of subject matter and facilitate the acquisition of
knowledge. Offered annually.
132. Principles of Counseling and Guidance (3).
A study of the meanings, concepts and principles of guidance. The role of the educator in guidance; representative
guidance practices; individual counselling; the clinical approach to studen~ problems; directing choices of education
in the school and vocation in life.
134. Tesu and Measurement (3).
A survey of the testing m<>vement and mndardi%ed tall
in current use; a study of the merits and limitations of in•
telligence, achievement, prognostic and diagnostic ~;
their administration, scoring, tabulation and mterpreta!JOD;
construction of achievement tests.
13~.

Child Psycology (3).
(Same as P sychology 13S .)

137. Psychology of Adolescence (3).
(Same as Psychology 137.)
2. American Government (3).
A continuation of History 1. National expenditutes and
revenues; currency, banking, and commerce;, govemm~t
in its relations with agriculture, labor, and busmess; foltlgn
relations; national defense; state and local . govemmen~
political parties; recent advances and innovatlons. Offere
annually.
13. Survey of Western Civilization (3).
A survey course designed to acquaint the student witb !~
roots of W estern Civiliution. For the sake o~ co~~.
ness the student reviews the history of the earliest 0
tions; studies the contributions of the Greeks and Rom:
10
and covers the period of the Middle Ages down
Refor mation . Offered annually.
14. Survey of Western Civilization (3).
.
A continuation of H s 13 . Starting with the ~eformM~
the student becomes acquainted with th.e .evolubon of d the
ern Europe from the period of the Rehg1ous Wars, aF cb
Age of Absolutism through the Enlightenment, the ceten~~
Revolution, and the Nineteenth Century to the ante
of World War I. Offered annually.

1
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PHILOSOPHY
OB]ECI'IVB OF niB DEPARTMENT
The course~ in Philosophy serve as integrating courses in the dif·
ferent 6eld1 of knowedge and acquaint the student with the organization
of mental life. They also stimulate the talent for speculative and frac·
tical thought and give an enlarged appreciation of the dignity o hu•
m~n nature. In the final effect they give to the student a philosophy
of life which conforms with the best traditions of Christian civilization.

PREREQUISITE FOR TilE CONCENTRATION MAJOR
PHILOSOPHY 1.
FIELD OF CONCENTRATION.
The Concentration Major in Philosophy calls for 18 houra of up·
per division credit, including Philosophy 141 and Philosophy 143.
There mwt also be twelve hours in upper division work in related
counu which will be chosen with the advice of the concentration
ad viler.
1.

Loaic (3).
A concise presentation of the laws of thought, including
the nature and acts of the mind; ideas; judgments; the
ayllogism; the laws of correct reasoning; induction and de•
duction; argumentation and proof. Required in all under•
graduate curricula. Prerequisite for all upper division
courses. Offered annually.

110. Epistemology (3).
The theory of human cognition. Legitimintion of human
thought. Establishes the fact that the human mind is
capable of knowing reality. The character of truth and
error; the nature and fact of certitude; the value of human
testimony; the criterion of truth. To be offered 1951·52.

123. General Ethics (3).
The fundamental principles governing the voluntary act.
Nature of the moral act· the distinctioc between moral
good and moral evil; m~ral habits; natural and positive
moral law; conscience, rights and duties. Offered annually.
126. Applied Ethics (3).
The application of the general principles of ~th~cs to par•
ticular, individual, and social rights and obligation~. !he
right to property, life, honor; the rights and. c;>bliga~ons
of Domestic Society; marriage and divorce; C1v1l Sooety,
its nature and forms and rights; Church and State; Inter•
national Relations. Prerequisite: 125. Offered annually.
129. Medical Ethics (2).
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l<U, Phil<*)phy of Being (3).
A course in the fundamental principlea of Metaphylia ol
Aristotle and St. Thoma& Aquinas. The prolllem of the
one and the many and its solution by act and poW!cy; the
notion of Being and its analogy; efficient and final awaJ.
ity; the ten Predicaments; Substance and Accident; Slip'
posit and Penon. Offered annually.

143. Phll<*)phy of Man (3).
The principles of Metaphysics as applied to the bum111
composite. Life and immanent action; the divisio111 of life;
the unity of man; the various powers of the soul and their
character; cognition, sensitive and inttllectual; the proca1
of ideogenesis; sense appetite and will; the habit.. Prtrequisite: 141. Offered annually.
lSI. Philosophy of Nature (3).
The Metaphysics of corporeal being. Matter and form and
the composition of essence in corporeal being; mattu as thc
principle of individuation; quantity, space and time; CO!'
poreal qualities and the error of the mechanistic inttrp!t'
tation of material being; efficient and final causality in thc
material universe. Prerequisite: Hl.

152. Texts of St. Thomas (3).
A special study of select texts from the Summa Theologxa
of St. Thomas Aquinas, in the Philosophy of Man, NuUral
Theology, and Ethics, with emphasis on the original Latin
in comparison with the standard English translation)~
stu~ents in Philosophy having Senior standing.. Credit 111
Labn (Lt 152) may be given for this course wtth the W
proval of the Latin Department.
155. Natural Theology (3).
T~e knowledge of God from pure r~on. PrD<!f of tbt
eXIstence of God according to the five _way~ . of 5I.
Thoma& Aquinaa; the attributes of God: l!lllplioty, ~
fection, goodness, infinity. immutability, eternity, ~
character of human knowledge of God; the divine kn.(lll"
edge and will; providence and predestination. Prereq¢J:
141.
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162. Jii.tory of Ancient Philosophy (3) .
Representatives of Greek Philosophy singled out for atten•
tion are Socrates, Plato, Aristotle and the Stoic and Epi•
curean systems. Plotinus exempli1ies the Alexandrian move•
ment, and St. Augustine the early Christian Philosophers.
The course makes use of representative selections from the
various philosophers of antiquity.
163. HUtory of Modern Philoa10phy (3).

The outgrowth of modern philosophy from the decline of
medieval philosophy is indicated. Based on selections from
their writings a critical estimate is made of the outstanding
philosophers of the modern period, such aa Descartes,
Locke, Hume, Hegel, Spino:z;a, Kant. Attention is given to
the "living" thought of contemporary philosophers. Rela·
tions between the various systems are noted.
199. Special Study. Thesis.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
(Administered by the Deparanent of Education)

PE. 102, 107, 110 plus 6 upper division semester hours required
for a minor.
1, 2. Physical Education (1 hr. each semester).

Lectures and practical work designed to inculcate skills in
sports, gymnastics and calisthenics.
(Required of all Freshmen.)
10. Introduction to Physical Education (2).
Modern developments of physical education in relation to
general education; aims and objectives; history of physial
education; practical considerations, programs, physical plant.
and personnel.
15. School Health Education (2).

School procedures that contribute to understanding, main·
tenance, and improvement of health of pupils; procedures.
processes, and techniques in developing ability of students
to understand and guide his own health and contribute to
health of his community.
101. Teaching of Individual Sports (2).

A survey type of course intended to cover all the indi·
vidual sports. Covers methods of teaching each and ter·
minates each sport with actual participation.
102. First Aid; Treatment and Prevention of Athletic Injuries (2).
Emergency treatment for various types of injuries; bandagd
ing_, . ~plinting, control of bleedmg, transportation, an
art1f1ctal respiration.
103. Fundamental Principles of Football Coaching (2).

A theoretical. course dealing with the methods ~f coaching.
strate~y, tact1cs, football systems, training and d1et, scoutllll•
rules mterpretation, and equipment.

104. Fundamental Principles of Basketball Coaching (2).
Methods of coaching offense and defense, styles ~f play,
strategy, training and diet, rules interpretation, eqwpment
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lOS. Fundamental Principles of Baseball Coaching (2).

Methods and fundamentals of the sport taught in conjunc•
tion with actual participation in varsity practices. Offered
only in spring semester.
106. Fundamental Principles of Track and Field Coaching (2).
How to train for track and field events; form and tech·
nique; conduct of meets; construction, use, and assembling
of equipment; development of certain types of individuals
for certain events.
107. Administration of Physical Education and Recreation (2).
Taught on partial seminar basis with each student carrying
out a project in the field. Visiting lecturers from the com·
munity as available in addition to instructor's lectures.
108. Methods in Physical Education and Recreation (2).
Taught on a partial seminar basis with each student carry•
ing out an assigned project. Visiting lecturers from the
community whenever professional men are available.
109. Tests and Measurements in Physical Education (2).
Study, interpretation and practice in tests of strength , skill,
endurance, and achievement.
110. Principles and Practices of Modern Physical Education (2).
Development of principles for constructing and evaluating
educationally sound programs.

PSYCHOLOGY
OBJECTIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT
The courses in psychology aim to give the student a knowledce of
human mental behavior that will enable him better to understand the
conduct of others and more wisely direct hia own. The sourca, moo
tives and theoretical explanation of both normal and abnormal activio
ties are studied by the scientific method.
A MINOR IS OFFERED IN PSYCHOLOGY
Prerequisite for upper division courses: Ps. 50, 51.
40. Educational Psychology (3).
(Same as Ed. 40.}

50, 51. General Psychology (3 hours each semester).
The nature of organic life, consciousness, the rdluu, Kll'
sation, perception, instincts, imagination, attention, lwu•
ing, retention, intelligence, origin and nature of the soul.
the feelin~ts and emotions, volition, motivation, iodividual
d.iJferencea, fatigue, personality. Offered annually.
111. Development of Modern Psychology (3).

A historical survey of the systems of psychology includinc
a consideration of important contributors to the development of presedent day psychology.
121. Psychology of Industrial Relations (3).

A course in applied psychology. Science of human bcinll
developed by an analysis of the mental reactions of ~·
ployer and employee in the field of business and iodu.uial
relations. D eals with problems of personnel managers.
123. Introduction to Psychology of Personality (3).

Review and evaluation of current theories of personality,
survey of elements in personality development, strUcture
and dynamics.
135. Child Psychology (3).

A_ survey of the development of normal cbildrcn f~•

b1rth to adolescence, maturation and training, 1WD1°C·
Intell~ctual, moral, emotional and social development.
matunty, physical, intellectual and emotional.
137. Psychology of Adoleacence (3).
The subject matter of this course is the physical and mtlllll
development of the normal adolescent. The need of .'
sym~athetic understanding of youth and its problems •
consiStently stressed with the view of helping the adotes;cw
to ma~e the best use of his specific powers and to atiJlliiO
matunty, physical, intellectual and emotional.
139. Differential Psychology (3).

.
A survey of th e origin, nature, and significance of individ•
ual and group differences.
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141. Social Psychology (3).
A study of social situations and our mental reactions to
them. It investigates the processes by which man acqwres
from e~Xperience those behavior characteristics constituting
hia social personality.

143. Mental Hygiene (3).
The practical science which studies the human personality
in its mental deviations with a view to their prevention. It
presents attitudes, ideals and principles to give stability in
the conflicts o f life.
145. Group Psychology (3).
Analysis of process in small groups, participative group
action and distributed leadership, role playing and its place
in the problem solving group, review of research in group
dynamics.
149. Applied Psychology (3).
The application of psychological principles, research and
findings to problems of vocational selection and guidance,
work efficiency, morale, advertising, professional fields,
accident prevention and other areas.
151,152. Abnonnal Psychology (3 hours each semester).
The couree deals with abnormal types of behavior such aa
mental deficiency, psychoneuroses, psychosea, sleep, dreams,
suggestion, hypnosis, the mental effects of drugs. Various
theories that attempt an explanation of such conditions are
diacussed. The viewpoint is always psychological, hence,
the emphuis is on the causes of abnormalities and not
on their cure or their prevention. Two semesters.
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THEOLOGY
OB.JEcriVB OF TI-lE DEPARTMENT
The purpose o f the Department of Theology is to provide the col·
lege man with a systematic teaching of the dogmas of the Church ~d
an orderly explanation of Christian morality. It is hoped thus to equip
the college graduate with such a degree of scientific religious knowled&e
as will enable him to be not only a leader among Catholics, but even
a lay apostle in the midst of those non-Catholics with whom his lot wiD
necessarily be cast.
3. The Life of Christ (2).
A study of the life of Christ based on the four gospeh
The course emphasizes the Historical Christ, the human
nature of Christ and His divinity, His miracles, the foun!U·
tion of His Church, His teachings, and His relation with
His contemporaries. The course also applies the teachinl'
of Christ to present-day moral and social problems. Of·
fered annually.
10. Apologetics (2).
This course is based on reason and history. Reason infor1111
us that God exists. History, supported by reason, info!llll
us that this God became man, and made a revelanoo.
History, likewise, informs us that this God·man, )C!UI
Christ, proved the truth of his revelation by works calkd
miracles; that He founded a Church which is in the wodd
today; that all men, therefore, if they use their reason, 11111
become members of this Church. Offered annually.

20. Grace and the Sacraments (2).
This course is designed to give the student a clear idea of
the meaning oi the Sacraments in general as means of
g:race which Christ instituted. What grace is and its neat1
stty for salvation is likewise treated. After this follOW! d
detailed exposition of each of the Seven Sacraments an
their bearing on the supernatural life of the Christian froiD
earliest infancy to death. The Christian's life is IUJI(!'
nat':iral ; grace is its principle; and the Sacraments are the
ordmary channels of grace; hence, the importance of this
course to the religious life of the Catholic student Offend
annually.
40. Modern Catholic Problems (2).
Discussion o f the modern problems which confront Cath·
olics in the modern day.

97. Christian Morality (2).
Th~ purpose of this course is to confront and to sol~e. th.:
~rdmary religious difficulties that arise in every Ch_ris!J1D d
~
hfe. This course makes full use of divine revdanof
0
endeavors to set down in detail the exact degree
inolved in the violation of man's duties.
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130. Theology for the Layman, Part L (2).
A study of the major dogmas of the Catholic Faith having
as its purpose the development of intellectual understanding
of the content of revealed fact through the application of
philosophical principles. This first part considers the role of
human reason in the understanding of dogma, the oneness
and attributes of God, the Trinity, the creation of angels
and men and the fall of man and original sin. Credit in
Philosophy may be given for this course with the approval
of the Philosophy Department. Offered annually.
131. Theology for the Layman, Part U. (2).
A continuation of Th 130, though the previo us course is
not required as a prerequisite. Philosophical frinciples are
applied to an understanding of the mysteries o the Incarna·
tion, the Redemption, and the grace of Christ. The Life of
Grace and the life after death are considered, as also the
character and function of Christ's Church in the economy
of man's salvation and perfection. Credit in Philosoph y may
be given for this course with the approval of the Philosophy
Department. Offered annually.
140. Catholic Social Principles (2).

t•s.

Catholic Marriage (2).
A course presenting the Catholic doctrine on the married
state; the Church's part in determining morality; Marriage
u a Sacrament; the respective powers of Church and State
over marriage; pre·nuptial morality; pre•nuptial require•
menta; general preparation for marriage; the rights and
duties of the married couple; divorce, birth control, and
allied enemies of marriage. Offered annually.
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SOCIOLOGY
OB]EcriVE OF THE DEPARTMENT
The purpose of the Department of Sociology is to provide inllruc·
tion for the analysis and thorough comprehension of society and ill
problems. It studies social relationships not only as they are but u they
should be in the light of man's nature. To attain this end, considenblt
emphasis is placed on the history of social movements and on the IOCia1
encyclicals.
Prerequisites for the Concentration Major: Soc. 1, 2.
1. Introduction to the Science of Sociology (3).
The basic ideas and principles of sociology. The definition,
purpose, field and divisions of sociology; nature of mlll
and the postulates; approaches to sociology; aocial group~;
social processes; products of social proceuea. Offered an·
nually.
2. Social Problems (3).
This is a survey course beginning with industry, woBin&
conditions, wages, unionism., industrial co-operation, rilh.
unemployment; next considering the subjectl of povtrty,
relief, crime, delinquency, eugenics, etc.; finally, the fw
problem, the Negro problem, educational society, IOCia1
service and Christian social action. Offered annually.

100. A System of Sociology (3).
T~is course gives a system of sociology as a generali~C
~oence of social systems, culture systems, and persorali~
m their inseparable interdependent relationships. In Ill
structural part it analyzes the structure of social groupsan.d
institutions, of culture, and of personality. In its dyna~IC
part it studies the basic social, cultural, and personati;Y
processes, their types, interrelationship, temporal, spatiJI
and causal uniformities. The what, how, and why to the
chief structural and dynamic problema of sociology.
106. Restoration of Social Order (Econ. 106) (3).
A p~esentation and discussiOn of the basic principles ,f_o~~
solubon of the socio•economic problema regarding lW"'
and capital, as presented in the papal letters R~ ~OYI'
nun and quadragesimo Anno, with special applicabon tD
the Amencan scene.

109. Juvenile Delinquency (3).
Study of delinquency causation; home, school, and ~1
maladjustments; institutional care, placement; preventlff
programs and agencies of prevention.
110. Criminology (3).
Criminals in their relation to society. Cost of crime..Fa~r:f:
conditioning criminal behavior. Treatment of CflllliD""
punishments, pro~ation, parole, penal institutions.
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111. History of Social and Sociological Thought (3).

115.

124.

125.
126.

130.

131,

140.

142.

l43,

145•

A review of the history of social and sociological thought
through the ages. Emphasis on outstanding social thinkers
and their influence on contemyorary schools. Influence of
various social theories on socia organizations.
Current Socio·Economic Problems (3).
A study of both general and special problems of our times
in their social, cultural, and economic setting.
Population and Race (3).
Theory and dynamics of population growth; population
pressure; migration; composition and differential fertility;
analysis O'f theories of optimum population; economic and
social aspects of our population.
General Ethia (3).
d.P1125.
Applied Ethics (3).
cf.Pll26.
Minority Groups (3).
Cultural and ethnic minorities in the U.S.; the factors in·
fluencing their relationships with the majority; the problema
of the minorities. The problems of inter•group work.
Special emphasis on the problems of minorities in the
Rocky Mountain Region.
The American Indian (3).
Anthropological background. History of Indian tribes. In·
dian arts and crafts. Relations of the Indians with the West,
European Governments and with the Government of the
United States.
Social Origins ( 3) •
A study of Primitive societies--the marginal peoples; the
pastorals; the higher hunters. Property, marriage, the fam•
1ly, the place of women, and other social problems.
The Family (3).
A study of the sociological implications of the differences
of the sexes. After ascertaining the characteristic qualities
of the sexes in the physical, emotional, intellectual, and
religious realms, after reviewing the diveq~ent theories of
causation of these differences, their significance in social
relations is assayed. On the institutional level it is seen
that the primary sociological implications of the differences
of the sexes is the monogamic family.
The American Family (3).
A ~dy of the contemporary American familial patterns
~raong the disintegration of the American family from
mstitutional status to that of the companionate.
The Family and Civilization (3).
~be basic social rdations found in the family with par·
ttcular reference to Western culture. Changes in the fam•
ily system of Greece, Rome, and modern European cui·
ture. The present crisis in family and civilization in light
of historical parallels.
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150. Catholic Social Thought (3) .
A study of Catholic social thought from the Gospels down
to the present. Special emphasis on the writings of Aup
tine, Thomas Aquinas, Bellarmine, Leo XIII, Pius XI, i!ld
Pius XII.
155. Catholic Social Principles (3).
An explanation of Catholic social principles in the light
of American economic life. The rights and duties of Capital, Labor, the State, the Church, in the contemporary
circumstances of the American social environment.
160. Rural Sociology (3).
The American farm today; trends in agriculture; fum
organizations; the work of the National Catholic Rural Lift
Conference; the future of the family type farm; sharecropo
ping, commercial agriculture; farm legislation.
162. Cooperatives and Credit Unions (3).
The history o f credit unions and cooperative& in the U.S.
and Canada. Techniques of organization. Achievem~n!l.
Analysis of the place of cooperatives in the Ameocan
scene.
164. Communism (3).
A study of the communistic theory of the family, the state.
private property, the relationship of the sexes, surplu.s ~ue.
The careers of Marx and Lenin. Various communistiC 10'
cieties. World Revolution . The encyclical Divini RedemP'
toris.

184. The Sociology o£ Feminism (3).
A ~tudy of the woman problem in its historical an~. sociological !lspects, with main emphasis on t~e. poSJbonthol1
women m current American society: women m IndustrY..
professions: problems of female education: the Amencan
home.
199. Special Studv.
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JESUIT EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION
REV. EDWARD B. ROONEY, S.J., Executive Director
48 But 84th Street, New York 28, N.Y.
Eugene Gallagher, S.J., Regional Director
3700 W. Pine Boulevard, St. Louis 8, Mo.

AMERICAN JESUIT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Allbma .............. ·-····· .. Spring Hill College, Spring Hill
Cali!omia
... Loyola University, Los .Angeles
Santa Clara University, Santa Clara
Univ. of San Francisco, San Francisco
Colorado..... . ............................ Regis College, Denver
Connecticut

.. ........... Fairfield University, Fairfield

Diltrict of Columbia
lllinoia
Louiaiana
Maryland

Georgetown University, Washington
.. Loyola University, Chicago

............................ Loyola University, New Orleans
............................... Loyola College, Baltimore

Muaachusetts

• .. .... Boston College, Boston
H oly Cross College, Worcester

Michigan
Mia.ouri

......................... University of Detroit, Detroit
······· ........... .............. Rockhurst College, Kansas City
Saint Louis University, St. Louis

Nebraska

· ... ................. The Creighton University, Omaha

New Jersey

.. ... . St. Peter's College, Jersey City

New York

........... Canisius College, Buffalo.
Fordham University, Fordham, N . Y .
Le Mayne College, Syracuse

Obio ..- ....

............... John Carroll U niversity, Cleveland
The Xavier University, Cincinnati

Pennsylvania ·· .................. St. Joseph's College, Philadelphia
University of Scranton, Scranton

Waahington... ·· ....... .................. Gonzaga U ruversaty,
·
· Spokane
Seattle College, Seattle
······· .....Marquette University, Milwaukee
(Seaninaries and High Schools are not included in this list)
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If you wish to receive an application
blank and further information con'
ceming the Day and Evening Classes
or the Summer Session at Regis Col,
lege, please write to:

Chairman of Admissions
Regis College
Denver 11, Colorado

-10+--

Corporate Title:

"Re~s

College, AColorado Corporation"

AN APPEAL
If Regis College i& to meet its pre8ent day challenge it will

ottd the help of many. Your gifts and bequests will serve

youth for many generations to come.

BEQUESTS
I give and bequeath to Regis College, a corporation of the

~ of Colorado, located in the City of Denver, County of
Dtnver and State of Colorado,
········· .........................................dollara,
to be appropriated by the trustees
111

for the benefit of the college

11lcb lllanner u they shall think will be most useful.
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